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When Nqmes Coll ide: Conflicr
in the Cqtqlog ond AACR 2

Williqm Groy Pofter

According to Lotka's Lau, the percentage of authors ltroducing one jourrml
article in a particular feld is 50.79 percent. Knowing the same figure for
persorml authors in the card catalog would be useful in planning for AACR
2. Two card catalogs of uarying size were sampled, and it was found thnt
approximnte\ tuo-thirds of all personal authors haue only one entry in the
card catalog. A further sample of personal author entries for new titles re-
uealed that ouer a six-ntonth period about one-half of these entries are new to
the catalog. The implicationi of these fndings fir ihe adoption of AACR 2
are discussed.

r
lN 1926, AuneoJ. Lorre published his findings on the productivity
of authors in the fields of physics and chemistry.r From his study of
Chemical Abstrack and Auerbach's Geschichtstafeln Physik, he developed a
frequency distribution for authors producing a given number of jour-
nal articles. In what has become known as Lotka's Law, he observed
that the proportion of authors writing articles is equal to l/n2 times
the proportion of authors writing one article. From this observation,
he derived the percentage of authors writing one article to be 60.79
percent in his theoretical distribution.

In the emerging field of bibliometrics, Lotka's Law ranks with Zipf.s
Law and Bradford's Distribution as a standard. Many researchers have
attempted to apply Lotka's Law to the authorship of journal articles in
fields other than chemistry and physics.2 The accuracy and the validity
of these studies is not at issue here. Suffice it to say that there have
been several studies whose findings support Lotka's Law. More impor-
tant, whenever an adequate sample is used, it is found that about
two-thirds of all authors produce only one article.

A similar study has not been made of personal author entries of the
type that appear in card catalogs. A study of the entire set of such
entries would be impractical. However, a study of a single card catalog
to determine the distribution of personal author productivity is practi-

William Gray Potter is assistant to the director of technical services, University Library
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. This is an edited version of a paper pres-
ented at the Library Research Round Table Research Forum at the ALA Annual Con-
ference, 24 June 1979; accepted for publication October 1979.
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cal and useful. Apart fiom satisfying human curiosity, knowing the
percentage of authors who appear only once would be useful in mak-
ing decisions regarding the nature and structure of library catalogs.
This figure would be especially useful in two areas, both of which in-
volve the adoption of the second edition of the Anglo-American
Cataloguing Rules (AACR 2).t The first area involves the concept of a
title page based cataloging code. There has been criticism of AACR 2
because it promotes the use of the form of the author's name as it
appears on the title page as the basis of the catalog entry. Critics claim
that in some eaSes this will inhibit collocation, or the entry of all works
by an author under one author heading. Obviously, if h high propor-
tion of authors writes only one work, collocation is less of an issue. The
second area involves the rate of change of established headings re-
quired by AACR 2. The Library of Congress has estimated this rate to
be 1I percent.a However, entries will need to be changed only when a
heading for a new title conflicts with an established heading. Knowing
the proportion of authors who appear once, or single incidence au-
thors, will give an indication of how often this will occur. Conflict be-
tween personal author entries will also arise when two or more au-
thors have the same name. This type of conflict is not related to the
adoption of AACR 2 because it would have to be resolved regardless
of the cataloging code being used. While not an issue in the present
study, conflict between authors who have the same name should be
investigated.

This paper then will attempt three things: first, to determine the
distribution of author productivity in the card catalog and to compare
this distribution with Lotka's Law; second, to evaluate the importance
of these figures to a title page based cataloging code and to the issue
of collocation; third, to analyze the significance of these findings to
the adoption of AACR 2 in an existing catalog.

DerR Cor-lrcuou
As stated, Lotka's Law has not been proved to fit the card catalog

because it has not been tested on monographic and serial literature
covering a wide range of subject fields. It has been tested on journal
articles in many individual subject areas but not for the types of mate-
rials and disciplines covered by the card catalog. It might be argued
that no two card catalogs are exactly alike and that evidence of author
productivity might vary from one catalog to another. It would be best,
then, to sample more than one catalog to present an adequate indica-
tion of author productivity as represented in the card catalog.

Two card catalogs were chosen for sampling-the catalog. at the
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater "containing records for about
250,000 volumes and 170,000 titles and the catalog at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign containing records for approximately
6,000,000 volumes and 3,000,000 titles. The choice of catalogs was
based largely upon convenience, but it is unlikely that a better pair of
academic library catalogs could have been selected for this sample.

The University of Wisconsin-Whitewater has a medium-sized library
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supporting a liberal arts program with master's-level graduate pro-
grams in business and education. It is representative of libraries of
many state universities that were founded before 1900, often as
teachers colleges, and that grew slowly until a period of expansion in
the 1960s. Whirewarer now adds approximarelt 10,000 ritles per year
but withdraws very few. The bulk of the library's collection consisis of
post-1965 imprints, and current acquisitions ar'e almost entirely of re-
cent material. The University of Illinois Library is one of the largest
libraries in the country, supporting a broad range of subject fi6lds
with great depth in its collections. fhe hbrarv has-srown st6adilv andibrary has grown steadily and

ly 1900s. Illinois adds about 85,000 mono-
graph titles per

(z(l-al2))Lp(l-p) (z(.975))2'(.6\ (a) (1.96)'(.24)
:  1475 t l l

.0252

ln tne past, the lbrary has engaged in extensive retrospective buying
and continues now to fill in gaps whenever funding permits. Efforti
are made to obtain all editions and translations for-major authors,
especially Shakespeare and Milton.

The results from the sample of these two catalogs should indicate
either that a difference doeJ exist between the two-libraries and thus

h2 .0252

The confidence interval for the percentage of single-incidence au-
thors was constructed as shown in formula 2.6 In other words, assum-
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TABLE I

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-WHITEWATER

Number of
Works

Number of Percent of Total Number
of EntriesAuthors Total

I
2
J

4
5
6
n

8
9

l 0
1 l
r2
l 3
t 4
l 5
l 6
r7
l 8
20
2 l
99

23
26
30
3 l
32
33
34
5 l

l l 6
Totals

l 9 l 5
4t3
173
87
46
34
28
l 8

,7

5
3
9
I
4
I
2

69.33
r4.95
6.26
3 . 1 5
1 .67
r .23
l . 0 l
0.65
0.25
0 .  t 8
0 . l  l
0 .33
0.04
0 .  l 4
0.04
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.07
0.04
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

100.00

1 9 l 5
826
5 1 9
348
230
204
196
144
63
50
33

108
l 3
56
l 5
32
r7
l 8
20
42
99

46
26
30
3 l
32
33
34
5 l

1 1 6
5276

2
I
2

2762

dition occurred rarely and was ignored because it would not bias the

95 percent confidence interval : F a tt t -.0S/21 . stp-l

p : .6933 s(P) : = .008t1

z( l - .0512\  = 1.96

95 percent  CI  :  .6933+ (1.96)  ( .0088) :  '6760 = p 5 .7105

(.6e33) (.3067)
t o 1
L L ]
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TABLE 2
UNtvnnsrry oF ILLrNors AT URBANA-CHeurnlcN

Number of Number of percent of Total Number
Works Authors Total Sample of Entries

5
6
n

l  1489
2 343
3  160
4 9 2

44
35
27
l 8
r2
l l
l 0
9
2
6
9
8
3
2
2
5

5

I
I
9

I

I
3
I
I
I
3
2
I
9

2
9

63.50
t4.63
6.82
3.92
1.88
r .49
l .  l 5
0.77
0.51
0.47
0.43
0.38
0.09
0.26
0.38
0.34
0 . 1 3
0.09
0.09
0.21
0.2 r
0.04
0.04
0.09
0.04
0.04
0 . 1 7
0.09
0.04
0. l3
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.  l3
0.09
0.04
0.09
0.09
0.09

1489
686
480
368
220
2r0
189
144
108
l l 0
l l 0
108
26
84

135
128
5 t
36
38

r00
105

99

23
48
26
27

t12
60
3 l
96
33
34
35

108
76
39
80
84
88

8
9

l 0
l l
t 2
l 3
l 4
l 5
l 6
r7
l 8
l 9
20
2 l
22
23
24
26
27
28
30
3 l
32
33
34
35
36
38
39
40
42
44

I
4
2
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Number of
Works

Number of
Authors

Percent of Total Number
Total Sample of Entries

47
48
49
5 l
58
63
66
70
90

l l l
l 1 5
r49
r67
231
266
298
379
592
652
835

r374
1490

Totals 2345

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
o.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

r00.00

47
48
49
5 l
58
63
66
70
90

l l l
l l 5
149
r67
23r
266
298
379
592
652
835

r374
1490

1 3 1 4 8

Lorxe's Lew

fit Lotka's distribution.
The percentage of single-incidence authors at Illinois was 63.5 per-
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Alternative hypotheses:

H o : P 2 - P r : 0

H r :  P 2  -  P r l 0

weighted average of sample proporrions : F'

_ nrp-, + .trF2
P ,

n r * n 2

19l5 + 1489
: .6665

2762 + 2345
standard deviation of the difference berween the two sample propordons : s(d-)_ - / = _ - ' -

s(d) :vp'  ( l -p ')  ( l /n,  + l /n,)  :V(.oooo) ( .3335) ( .0008) : .0133

difference between rwo sample proportions : d = .6350 - .6933 = .0583
action limits, using alpha value of .01

Ar : 0 + z(a/2)s(d) : 0 + (-2.576) (.0133) : -.0340

A z : 0  +  z ( l - a l 2 ) s ( d ) : 0  +  ( 2 . 5 7 6 )  ( . 0 1 3 3 ) : . 0 3 4 0

Decision rule:

If Ar = d = Az, then Ho
if a < Ar o. d > Ar, the H,

Analysis:

d : - . 0 5 8 3 < - . 0 3 4 0

Conclusion:

The two sample proportions are sratistically different.

Figure I

cent. Lotka's Law says it should be 60.79 percent. Statistically, using
the Kolmogorov-smirnov sraristic, it can be Jhown that the Illinois dis--
tribution does match Lorka's theoretical distributions (table 3). The

distributions. Rather, it is a broad observation. a rule of thumb for
author productivity.

Colrocerrou

^To_ sum up the findings from the lllinois card catalog, 63.5 percent
of all personal authors appear once, 14.6 percent ap[ear twice, 6.8
percent appear three times, 3.9 percent appear four 1imes, and 1.9
percent appear five times. Cumulatively, 9l percent appear five times
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TABLE 3

Lorxe's Lew nno ILLINoIS

TitleVAuthor Theoretical Fo (x) Observed Sn (x) 
lf" 1x) - S" txll

(Lotka) (Illinois) | |

I
9

3
4
5
t)

8
9

.6079

.0650

.0380

.0243

.0169

.0124

.0095

.0075

.6079

.7599

.8274

.8654

.8897

.9066

.9190

.9285

.9360

.6350

.1463

.0682

.0392

.0188

.0149

. 0 1 l 5

.0077

.0051

.6350

.7813

.8495

.8887

.9075
q.994

.9339

.9416

.9467

.027 |

.02r4

.0221

.0233

. 0 1 7 8

.0158

.0149

. 0 1 3 1

.0107

D =Max 
|  "" ,* ,  

-  s"t*)  I  
:  .027r

at .05 level of significance K-S statistic

1.36 r .36
:  .0281

\/; \/rr*
D < .0281

Therefore, distribution from Illinois fits Lotka's Law.

or less and 95 percent aPPear ten times or less. With regard to the
issue of title page based cataloging codes, these figures are significant.
About two-third-s of all authori appear only once, and all works writ-

ten by these authors will, of course, apPear under the same author

data are needed on collocation before any hard conclusions are

drawn, but the present figures support the use of a title page based
catalog code.

CoNFLICT

of expected conflict available at this time.
Th-e anticipated impact of the new rules has caused a flurry of-in-

vestigations lnto alternatives to the card catalog, alternatives that
mighi absorb the expected shock of AACR 2 more easily. There are
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TABLE 4

Lorre's LAw AND Wnrrnwnrnn

Titles/Author Theoretical
(Lotka)

F. (x) Observed
(Whitewater)

s, (x) 
lF" 

(x).- s. (x)l

I
9

3
4
5
6
n

8
9

.6079

.1520

.0650

.0380

.o243

.0169

.0r24

.0095

.0075

.6079

.7599

.8274

.8654

.8897

.9066

.9190

.9285

.9360

.6933

.1495

.0626

.0315

.0167

.0123

.0101

.0065

.0025

.6933

.8428

.9054

.9369

.9536

.9659

.9760

.9825

.9850

.0854

.0829

.0780

.0715

.0639

.0593

.0570

.0540

.0490

D = Max |  . . , * ,  -  s" t* )  |  
: .0854

at .05 level of significance K-S statistic

1 .36  1 .36

\/; \/116,

D > .0259

Therefore, distribution from Whitewater does not fic Lotka's Law.

compelling reasons to replace the card catalog with some other for-
mat; chief among these reasons is the simple fact that the larger the
catalog becomes, the more expensive and difficult it is to maintain and
the more difficult it is to use. Other reasons are often given, but the
cost of card catalog maintenance and the difficulty in using the card
caalog are the most prominent and the most forceful-much more
forceful than the prospect of having to revise the headings to meet
AACR 2. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign plans to
close its main catalog in November 1979 and continue it with a second
card catalog until an on-line catalog can be implemented. This policy
is not being followed solely because of AACR 2, but, more important,
because the present catalog has simply ceased to function and has be-
come too costly to continue. Admittedly, the adoption of AACR 2 will
affect the cost and integrity of the card catalog, but the extent and
nature of its impact has not been determined.

It is unlikely that anyone will, in the near future, attempt to edit an
entire card catalog by examining every heading and changing the I I
percent that need to be changed. Such a project would be too costly.
Further, it would be misdirected. The library user will be largely un-
aware of the formal changes involved in adopting AACR 2 and will
not notice the inconsistencies caused by the rule changes anymore
than he now notices the many layers of inconsistencies that already
exist. Any card catalog more than twenty years old is already full of
headings formulated under a number of different sets of rules. Re-
solving the problem of inconsistent headings in the card catalog would
be an admirable endeavor, but there is no evidence to support the
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contention that AACR 2 will make this problem any worse than it

when two personal authors have similar names. This problem does
not relate only to AACR 2, because such a conflict would have to be
resolved no matter which code was being used. The second occasion
when conflict is possible occurs when an author produces two or more
titles and the author entry for an earlier work formulated under an
earlier code conflicts with the author entry for a later work formu-
lated under AACR 2. It is this situation that is of concern.

ings, a second sample is desirable.
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n : 1,366 Personal Authors

Entry for Author in Catalog Once
Entry for Author in Catalog More than Once

TOTAL

Entry for Author Not in Catalog, i.e., New Heading

Sampte ", ".lffi 
?or Ne* Tittes

the greatest in the first year of implementation. Thereafter, AACR 2
headings will be in the catalog and will be encounrered at an increas-
ing rate, although further study is needed ro establish the exact rate
of tncrease.

2rb : r5.74Vo
497 = 36.38
7 r 2 :  5 2 . 1 2

654 : 47.88

TABLE 5
ESTesLIsHno Aurgons or NrwIy CATALOGED TITLES

Number of Number of
Works Already Authors

in CataloC (N : 712)

Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative
Number of Number of Percent of

Works Authors Authors
I
2
3
4
5
6
,
8
9

l 0
l l
1 2
l 3
t 4
l 5
l 6
r7
l 8
l 9

2r5
109
83
5 5

50
25
l 6
99

r2
l 8
3
\
3
,
3
6
3
3
6

215
433
682
902

I  152
1302
t 4 t 4
1590
1698
1878
l 9 l  I
1995
2034

.2r32'2177

2273
2324
2378
2492

215
324
407
462
512
537
553
5 t 5

5 6 1

605
608
6 1 5
6 1 8
625
628
634
637
640
646

30.20
45.51
5 7 . t 6
64.89
7 1 . 9 1
75.42
77.67
80.76
82.45
84.97
85.39
86.38
86.80
87.78
88.20
89.04
89.47
89.89
90.73
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TABLE 5 (Continued)

Number of Number of Cumulative
Works Already Authors Number of

in Catalos (N = 712) Works

Cumulative Cumulattve
Number of Percent of

Authors Authors

20
2r
99

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3 l
32
33
35
36
38
4 l
43

9

5

3
5

2
4
9
3
I
5
2
I
3
4
2

2532
2637
2703
2 8 1 8
2866
2966
3018
3099
3r27
3272
3332
3363
3459
3591
3661
3697
3735
3776
3 8 1 9
3863
3909
3960
4016
4074
4143
42t3
4287
4365
4452
4542
4637
4748
4873
5005
5 146
5301
5487

648
653
656
661
663
667
669
672
673
678
680
681
684
688
690
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
70r
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
7r0
7r r
712

9 1 . 0 1
9 1 . 7 1
92.r3
92.84
93.  l2
93.68
93.96
94.38
94.52
95.22
95 .51
95.65
96.07
96.63
96.91
97.05
97 . r9
97.33
97.47
97 .61
97.75
97.89
98.03
98 .1  7
98 .31
98.46
98.60
98.74
98.88
99.02
99.  l6
99.30
99.44
99.58
99.72
99.86

100.00

44
46
5 l
56
58
69
70
74
78
87
90
95

l l l
t25
132
l 4 l
155
186

mined by a library. While this limit will vary from one library to
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another, twenty will be used for illustration. If twenty or fewer works
are involved, the card sets would be pulled and either revised or re-
placed. If more than twenty are involved, a cross-reference or other
technique would be used. Table 5 shows that 91.01 percent of the au-
thors sampled appeared in the catalog twenty times or less. The aver-
age number of times these personal authors appeared was 3.91 (2532
+ 648).

These same 712 authors had a total of 1,209 personal subject head-
ings in the card catalog, and these headings would, of course, also
have to be treated in the event of conflict. These headings raise the
overall average of headings per author from 7.71to 9.4. This is obvi-
ously a significant increase. However, for those authors with twenty or
fewer headings, the addition of subject headings actually drops the
average number of headings from 3.91 to 3.85 (2480 + 644). This
difference is not significant and suggests that the fewer works an au-
thor produces, the less likely that author is to be the subject of other
works.

It is interesting that 36 percent of all the author headings for new
titles filed into the catalog from the sample of the backlog encounter
two or more entries for that author already in the catalog. Figure 2
shows that 36.38 percent encountered two or more entries, 15.74 per-
cent encountered one entry, and 47.88 percent encountered no estab-
lished entries; i.e., they were new headings. Roughly 70 percent of all
the headings for new titles that encounter established headings are for
authors who have produced two or more titles already in the catalog.
If the headings for new titles were distributed randomly, then 36.5
percent, not 70 percent, would encounter authors producing two or
more titles. Thus, an author who is already in the catalog more than
once is 2.3 times as likely to have a new title filed into the catalog than
one who is there only once.

The important figures above are that 15.74 percent of the author
headings for new titles will be for authors who now have only one
entry in the catalog and will move these authors out of the 63.5 per-
cent who have only one entry into the 36.5 percent who have two or
more entries in the catalog. This would tend to increase the propor-
tion of authors appearing only once, if it were not for the fact that
47.88 percent of all the authors of new titles will not have titles pre-
viously in the catalog. Thus, there is a replacement rate of more than
three to one for single-incidence authors who become multiple-
incidence authors, which is more than enough to maintain the propor-
tion of 63.5 percent for single-incidence authors. Indeed, this propor-
tion will actually increase.

CoNcrusroN
Summarizing, we have seen that roughly 64 percent of all personal

authors in the card catalog at Illinois appear only once. The propor-
tion found at the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater was 69 percent.
While these proportions do not match, we might assume that card
catalogs at academic libraries comparable to the two studied will have
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similar proportions in the neighborhood of 66 percent. Collocation of
titles by an author may be less of a problem than anticipated because
only about 30 percent to 36 percent of all authors in a catalog appear
more than once. Finally, about 52 percent of all personal author head-
ings generated in a year will encounter established headings and thus
have the potential for conflict. If present LC policies are followed, it
will be necessary to revise headings for I I percent of the 52 percent
or 5.7 percent of all headings for new titles. This rate of change
should decline after the first year as the number of AACR 2 headings
in the catalog increases.

A detailed study of corporate headings is needed to derive exact
figures of the type detailed above for personal authors. Several other
areas for future research are also suggested by this study. While it has
been shown that collocation is a potential problem with the 36.5 per-
cent of authors producing two or more works, how often this poten-
tial is realized needs to be determined. The implications of these
findings for authority control also need to be examined. Given that
about two-thirds of all personal author headings appear only once in a
catalog, some exceptions in authority control might be considered,
especially in an automated system with enhanced access.

Research into corporate headings and AACR 2 is being planned at
the University of Illinois. Further, Illinois plans to implement AACR 2
in November 1979, more than a year ahead of the Library of Con':
gress and most other libraries. Ttrus, Illinois will have data'based on
actual experience with AACR 2 in advance of most other libraries and
will report these data in detail and in comparison with the above
study.
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Successful Workshop Plonning

Bsrborq A. Gotes

Successful worhshops require careful planning. This article offns suggestions
concerning important elements of the plan: the organization of the plnnning
committee; the planning of the program; defnition of the topic and the pur-
pose of the worhshop; the staternent of objectiues; the audience; format; timing;
selection of the site; regzstration; publicity; selection of speakers; contracts;
budgex; and the eaaluation questionnaire.

A *o**rHop IS A GATHERING of a group of people of'similar inter-
est, background and purpose to learn about new developments or
changes that affect their mutual actiyities. An opportunity for the at-
tendees to participate actively in at least some parts of the program
differentiates the workshop from other types of meetings. A work-
shop can be presented by an organization with paid staff whose re-
sponsibility it is to plan such presentations, by concerned volunteer
members of an organization, by cosponsoring organizations, or by
combinations of organizations ahd volunteer members. For each type
of sponsorship the planning of a workshop includes the same impor-
tant preparatory steps: planning the program, arranging for space,
budgeting, and evaluating.

PLauNrNc rHE PRoGRAM

The planning committee needs to start work several months before
the workshop is to take place. There should be a sufficient number of
people to cover the necessary tasks and at the same time the commit-
tee should be small enough to be an efficient working group; a com-
mittee of five to nine persons is a good size. When the committee has
been organized and has divided the responsibilities for the principal
areas of planning among them, others may be invited, or may offer,
to undertake certain tasks either as individuals or as members of sub-
committees. If the committee members are not located in the same
general locale, meeting times should be planned that will permit those
from a distance to attend.

Imminent changes for technical services librarians, like the adoption of AACR 2, will
undoubtedly occasion many workshops and conferences. So that others will not have to
learn the hard way, the editor invited the chairperson of the Council of Regional
Groups to share her knowledge and experience with L.RTS readers. Barbara A. Gates is
also head catalog librarian, Brown University Library.
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The committee's first task in planning the program is to define the
topic of the workshop, the objectives of the workshop, the audience to
be reached, the size of the audience, the format of the program, and
the time and locale for the workshop. If the planning committee has
been appointed to present a workshop on a specific activity, e.g',
learning the AACR 2 rules, the reason for that workshop has already
been established. If the committee is a standing committee responsible
for presenting worlishops during a given period of time, it is impor-
tant to assess the needs of the community, be it library staff, library
patrons, or a regional group of technical services librarians, before
selecting topics.

The tbpi- of the workshop should indicate the information that is to
be presented and the purpose of the presentation. From this state-
ment of purpose the committee can define a title for the workshop. It
is important that the title be clear and brief and leave no question in
the reader's mind about the information to be covered. This title will
be used in announcements of the workshop as well as in the program.

The statement of purpose leads into the development of the objec-
tives of the workshop. The objectives are extremely important and
should be expressed in clear, concise statements in which action verbs
are used. The objectives should state exactly what the Participants are
to learn during the workshop. They serve as a guide to the planning
committee and inform the participants what they should expect from
the workshop. The objectives should also be stated in terms that can
be measured in the evaluation questionnaire. They should be included
in all announcements of the workshop.

The next step is to assess and define the community; for example, if
the topic of the workshop is AACR 2, is the presentation going to be a
general introduction to the new rules for a general 

.audience 
of

catalogers, or is it to be a special, in-depth workshop for serials cata-
logers? Are there specialty areas of the topic, such as cataloging of
audiovisual materials, for which the committee should plan special ses-
sions within a general workshop? The planning committee needs to
know what the prospective participants in the workshop need or want.
A brief questionnaire to the membership can elicit this information.
Knowledge of the membership can also help. This information should
then be used to develop the statement of purpose of the workshop
and should be included in the statement of the objectives.

The topic has been defined; the prospective audience has been de-
veloped. What format will be used for the program presentation? This
is the next task for the planning committee.

Since the program has already been defined as a workshop, the
program format will probably consist of a general session that sets the
tone and overall background and wil l be followed by discussion
groups. The size of the workshop, i.e., the number of people attend-
ing, will dictate the number of discussion groups needed. Another fac-
tor to be considered is the number of aspects of the topic to be cov-
ered. For example, a workshop on AACR 2 could be broken down
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into three separate discussion groups: physical description, choice of
access points, and form of entry. If the audience consists of as many

3s fifty or sixty people and the program has been defined as a general
lntroduction, it is possible that separate discussion groups will not be
necessary- However, if in-depth presentations and discussions are
planned, it may be advantageous to divide the participanrs into three
groups, each of which will attend each of the sessions at some time

sible scenario could be general ses-
e of access, and form of entry with
of special materials, such as serials,
rovrsual materials, and rare books
cussion groups a group of twenty-
ximum size. Depending on the size'small 

sessions that have been held.
it may b9 wi99 to have a final summarizing session of the whole group.

- Occasionally an additional session may-be included to cover i topic
closely related to the workshop. However, workshop leaders should-be
careful_not to present too much information in-one workshop. It
would be wiser to have other workshops on the related topic at
another time.

Timing is a very important part of a good workshop. Time must be
allowed for the opening weliome, for-breaks between sessions, for
meal breaks, for announlements and directions and for moving from
session to session, if different rooms are used. If coffee is to be served
during breaks, extra time needs to be allowed so that everyone can be
served.  Each sect ion of  the program should begin and end as
scheduled, with sufficient time attowea for questions.-Each person on
the program must be aware of the amount of time allowed for each
presentation and must be restricted to that time. A small card with the
amount of time remaining can easily be slipped to a speaker.

With the format of the program establiihed, the number of speak-
ers and discussion leaders can be determined and the amount of ipace
needed for the workshop can be ascertained.

ARRANGING FoR SPACE

The site for the workshop must provide the necessary meeting
Lring breaks, public facilities, acces-
vents, parking for the participants,
:s for microphones, taping of ses-
'ojectors, screens and other equip-

,T..T,:hT"H#?1.?,1,1":T::;J;
Be sure ro visit a site under ."'r,i:1"T,:Xtif,iTXi. drawings or the

areas to be used to assist the committee in making this importint deci-
sion. Don't forget to check the space and furnishings provided for
regrsrerlng the partlclpants.
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Rrcrs.rn.erroN

allowed; credit cards accepted, if any; check payable instructions;
space for the participant's name, address and phone number; and

return form.
As noted above, be sure to allow for registration table, chairs and

table space for handouts and displays when deciding on space re-
quirements.- 

During the workshop have name tags, handouts, meal tickets if re-
quired, programs, list bf participants, and evaluation forms arranged
fbr easy-distribution. Holders foi handouts should be prepared ahead
of time.

PugLtcrrv

All publicity should carry the title of the workshop, its prrrpose and
objectives, target audience, names of speakers, names of the sponsor-
ing organization(s) and names of committee members, as well as time
and location. This information should appear on all flyers, programs'
registration forms, and in newspaper publicity, if this is used.

Plan the publicity as soon as the basic planning for the workshop is
completed. One basic statement can be developed for use in all writ-
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ten announcements. The title design can also be used several times.
Keep designs and statements clear and simple.

Spreruns

actlon.

The amenities extended to invited speakers should not be left to
chance. The planning committee should designate someone to get in
touch with each speaker on arrival, answer any immediate questions,
and make sure that the speaker is accompanied to coffee or other
workshop meal function's. Particularly for speakers who have donated
their services and/or paid their own travel and accommodation ex-
penses, a thank-you letter is very much in order when the workshop is
over.

CoNt-necrs

Contracts are of two types-an agreement between cosponsoring
organizations and an agreement between the sponsoring organiza-
tion(s) and the owners of the facility in which the workshop is to be
held.

Cosponsorship with another organization dictates that a letter of
agreement be executed. This letter of agreement should clearly state
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Since the workshop might have to be cancelled for some unforeseen

reason, make certaiir thit there is a cancellation clause that clearly

defines financial penalties to your organization if cancellation is

necessary.
It is always wise to ask an attorney to look at the contract before the

association officers sign it.

Buocnrs
As soon as the objective has been clearly defined and -the- prlgram

designed, it is necess"ary to write a budget. Budgets must be developed
well-in advance. The budget will determine registration fees, as most
workshops should be designed to be self-supporting unless there is

expenses.
Workshop brochures are another item to be included in the budget.
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The printing costs, which must cover not only the cost of the actual
printing but also the design and art work as well as the cost of the
paper, will be placed in this category. Costs for disseminating the
brochure once it has been produced must be budgeted. This item will
include costs such as stuffing and addressing the brochure, the rental
of mailing lists, and money for postage. If there is to be advance reg-
istration, the line item for postage must cover mailing the receipts as
well as mailing the brochures.

Most workshop budgets provide for some food service. Refresh-
ments for a coffee break require budgeting and advance arrange-
ments. The cost of a meal function must be budgeted, a category that
should provide for the speakers' meals. The cost of printing meal
tickets should be included if you require them. If the meal function is
to be at a location different from the meeting, include the cost of
printing maps. One meal function not to forget in the budget process
is that of the briefing breakfast or dinner, in which a last minute of
review of the entire program and everyone's role in it takes place.

Most workshops have a giveaway packet. Include the cost of pur-
chasing or printing of the materials for the packet as well as the cost
of the packet itself.

Always include in the budget money for preparing for the work-
shop. There will always be committee expenses such as photoduplica-
tion costs, travel, and postage for mailings.

Last but certainly not least, there should be a budget for staff time
involved in all aspects of the workshop, unless the workshop is totally
a volunteer effort.

Once all of the elements above have been budgeted, total all of the
budget figures for a subtotal. To the subtotal add 20 percent for price
increases and unforeseen expenses for a final total. Divide the final
total by the anticipated number of attendees to arrive at a registration
fee.

The committee has planned well-nothing can go wrong. However,
test all equipment to be sure it is working. Know whom to contact if
the microphones don't work, equipment fails, bulbs burn out, or the
coffee doesn't arrive on time. One person should be assigned the task
of coordinator during the workshop, and there should be two or more
other people well acquainted with the plans to assist, run errands, or
cope with problems.

EvRluerloN

The last session of the workshop should be the evaluation. The
purpose of the evaluation is to learn what the group particpants
gained from the workshop and how to improve future workshops. If
a workshop is funded, an outside evaluator may need to be hired.

There are different kinds of evaluation instruments: personal con-
tact or written evaluations. Written evaluations may consist of essay
questions, structured questions, a checklist or a combination of these.
In developing the evaluation instrument examine the objectives estab-
lished for the workshop, which become the basis on which the work-
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shop is judged. The evaluation form probably should include ques-
tioni ab6ut-the physical arrangement: the place, time, facilities, and
food service, if inctuded; the method used for the presentations; qual-
ity of speakers; programming techniques; use of time; the content:
benefits-to the participants; and success in meeting the ob-jectives. Dur-
ing the evaluation session, instructions should_be giv^en for filling out
thE evaluation form and returning the completed forms at a desig-
nated place

Following the workshop, the planning committee shorrld. examine
the evaluaiions and use rhe information gained to assist in future
workshops. The speakers should also be notified about the comments
made about the workshop and their share in it.

Finally, plan well, remain calm, enjoy the workshop, make people
welcome, and learn from the experience.

BtnuocnapHv
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AACR I qs Applied
by Reseqrch Librqries to
Delermine Entry ond Heodings

John D. Byrum, Jr., ond Richord J. Ricord, Jr.

In early 1975, the research library communiE was sun-,eyed concerning its
adoption and application of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules
(AACR 1) for determining entry and head,ing. Participating libraries reported
oueruthelmingly that thq had accepted AACR I as a cataloging standard.
They dzscribed the techniques used for o.dopting AACR I, the application of
superimposition, and local uariations and exceptions regarding specific pro-
uisions of the rules.

T
lu r,enlv 1975, a survey was conducted to determine adoption and
application of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR 1) by large
research libraries, as well as catalogers' suggestions for code improve-
ment.r Sponsored by the Council on Library Resources through its
Fellowship Program, the survey had among its objectives the compila-
tion of specific data concerning:
o The extent to which AACR I has been adopted as the basis for

cataloging by the research library community;
r The methods of implementing the rules, including the techniques

used to reconcile entries prepared from AACR I with those derived
from earlier rules;

o The local policies that have modified or excepted certain provisions
of AACR I by libraries that have otherwise adopted the revised
rules.
The survey encompassed the ninety-four member libraries of the

Association of Research Libraries (ARL) in early 1975. Eighty-one of
these libraries agreed to participate in the study and received ques-
tionnaires, and, of these, seventy-five questionnaires were completed
and returned.* Thus, 79.8 percent of the institutions holding mem-

*Three national libraries, not including the Library of Congress, participated in the
study.

John D. Byrum, Jr., at present chief, Descriptive Cataloging Division, Library of Con-
gress, was catalog librarian, Princeton University Library, at the time this survey was
undertaken in 1975. Richard J. Ricard, Jr., is head, Romance l-anguages Section, De-
scriptive Cataloging Division, Library of Congress. Manuscript received April 1979;
accepted for publication Sept. 1979.
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bership in ARL at the time are represented in the survey results. In

this report the information gaihed about AACR I is shared with li-

brarians and information scientists who follow developments concern-

ing the bibliographic control of library materials.2

ADOPTION OF.AACR I

AACR I .

standard used by the research library community in North America.

METHoDS OF IMPLEMENTING AACR I

If AACR I was adopted in principle, in practice the overwhelming
majority of ARL libraiies surveyed continued to blend the new rules
with the old, following the lead of the Library of Congress. LC had
announced its approath toward adoption of AACR I in Catalogi'ng
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Seraice, bulletin 79 (Jan. 1967), calling its strategy "superimposition."
AACR l, it was explained, would be "superimposed" by LC upon
headings and entries already in the LC catalqgs.
The Library of Congress has adopted a policy known as "Superimposition" in
applying the new rules. This means that the rules for choice of entry will be
applied only to works that are new to the Library and that the rules for head-
ings will be applied only to persons and corporate bodies that are being estab-
lished for the first time. New editions, etc., of works previously cataloged will
be entered in the same way as the earlier editions (except for revised editions
in which change of authorship is indicated). New works by previously estab-
lished authors will appear under the same headings.

The effect of this policy was that new cataloging copy produced by LC
reflected a mixture of rules. Although new headings and entries were
formulated according to AACR l, headings and entries established
earlier continued to be used unchanged, whether they were in accord
wi th AACR I  or  not .

LC's lead had a profound effect on other l ibraries, the survey
found.  By a large major i ty ,  ARL l ibrar ies indicated that  LC's
superimposition policy was the adoption strategy that they, too, had
chosen. Of the seventy-five respondents, fifty-eight (77.3 percent) re-
ported having superimposed AACR I in their cataloging, and analysis
of less clear-cut responses from seven other libraries indicated that, to
one extent or another, they too practiced superimposition. Thus a
total of sixty-five libraries in the sample (86.7 percent) were judged to
have adopted AACR I in a modified, superimposed form, as had LC.

Superimposition, as a general technique for adopting the new rules,
took varying forms, however. With regard to establishing reezl head-
ings, for example, one Canadian library reported that these were al-
ways established in accordance with AACR l. Another library indi-
cated that it, too, adhered to this policy, noting that one of its basic
guidelines for applying AACR I was that "when the entry is new to
our library we follow AACR." Much more frequently, however, re-
spondents reported that new headings were established in the form
adopted by LC-whether this was AACR I or not-and that AACR I
provisions were of only secondary importance. "We usually adopt LC
entries if they are established," one library reported, "without regard
for whether they are AACR or earlier. If none are established, we use
AACR.' '

In the same vein, a large university library noted that "we would
not, for example, establish a heading new to us according to AACR if
we knew LC had established the heading another way." This predom-
inant approach was amplified by another respondent:

Our policy is to comply with LC first and AACR second. . . . This includes the
use of [LC] cards from our depository file, use of [LC] copy found in NUC or
Mansell, use of CIP data, and most recently use of OCLC records indicated to
have an LC source. This even includes [using related] LC records . . . to estab-
lish form of entry if no adaptable copy can be found. If no copy or related
copy originating from LC can be found, we do original cataloging according
to AACR.
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As indicated by these responses and others like them, superimposition
as practiced by many reslarch libraries was a. two-tiered policy, under

which a new heading was established according to A4qR I only if it

was new both to a liSrary's own catalog and to that of the Library of
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major option open to libraries, and four respondents (5.3 percent of
the sample) reported that they had chosen this course in l ieu of
superimposition. At one national library, this policy was implemented
by systematically recataloging non-AACR I headings found in its

icaily this recataloging was carried out. And, finally, one respondent
candidly replied:

[Our policy isl to apply AACR to all new acquisitions and, as a result, [to] re-
catalog any conflicting entries. I admit that . . . [our] practice has not always
followed the adopted policy. In time, I feel that the present cataloging staff
will work more conscientiously to comply with the stated policy.

Yet another adoption strategy, chosen by relatively few libraries, was
that of applying AACR I to all current cataloging but without revising
pre-AACR catalog entries retrospectively. Under this approach, two
headings for the same author might coexist in the catalog, one in
AACR I form (for currently cataloged works) and one in pre-AACR
form (for works cataloged earlier), with see a/so references serving to
connect the two. A total of eight respondenrs (10.7 percent of the
sample) reported employing this technique, although four of these in-
dicated that it was used only in conjunction with superimposition and
therefore, presumably, infrequently. The remaining- four respondents
(5.3 percent of the sample) reported that the two-heading/see ako pol-
icy was adopted in lieu of superimposition. One explained its method
as follows:

[For corporate headings] we follow IAACRI as closely as possible. . . . Cross
references are used from [the] earlier form of entry when complete recatalog-
ing is not feasible. We do not knowingly add, to an obsolete form, although we
may continue to have holdings under earlier rules.

For the most part, however, responses from this group of libraries
were not sufficiently detailed to judge how systematically this adoption
technique was employed in their cataloging.

In light of current interest in the closing or "freezing" of existing
cata logs to coinc ide wi th the adopt ion of  AACR 2 in 1981,  i t  is
noteworthy that only two- libraries ^amolg those surv_eyed took such a
step in response to the adoption of AACR l. One of these, a national
library, timed the closing of its old catalog to coincide with its adop-
tion of AACR l, so that all headings and entries in its new catalog
were fully in accord with the provisions of the new rules. The other
library that reported having closed its catalog did not do so until
1972, however, when it created a new book catalog covering all new
acquisitions. Entries in the new book catalog were prepared in accord-
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ance with LC's application of AACR 1, however, and unedited LC
cataloging data weie used whenever possible. Thus, this new catalog
was not created to embody the provisions of AACR I in their pure
form, but rather reflected the mixture of cataloging rules inherent in

responding to this specific query, sixty-one (98.4 percent) reported
that this was the case. Many of these respondents pointed to the ready

adding that "in recent years we have made a considerable effort to
match LC." Another library observed that "economic considerations
. . . made it mandatory that new LC cards be used with minimal alter-
ation." Yet another replied: "We cannot afford to vary much from LC
practice, especially since the bulk of our cataloging is done by para-
professional catalogers." "Since we rely heavily on LC copy," one re-
spondent commented, "we are forced to follow their lead to a great
extent."

Indeed, this reliance on LC cataloging was an important factor.
Based on responses from sixty-eight libraries, LC-derived cataloging
accounted for an average of 72 percent of the catalog records pro-
duced by these libraries in the year preceding the survey. Although
this percentage varied widely among libraries, sixty-three respondents
(92.6 percent) reported that LC was the source for at least half of
their cataloging, and forty-eight (70.6 percent) reported that more
than two-thirds of their cataloging data came from LC (see table l).

The widespread acceptance of superimposition was not, however,
based solely on the practical advantages of "following LC." Libraries
included in the survey frequently cited as factors in their decision to
superimpose some of the chief reasons that lay behind LC's own deci-
sion to do so. "There was no other choice available to a library with
huge files of catalog records and with substantial new acquisitions.
Existing records could not be changed because of the unacceptable
costs involved," one respondent declared. Another response, in a simi-
lar vein, pointed to "a flood of purchases, no extra staff to cope with
this, and none to revamp the catalog." One library reported being in-
fluenced "about equally by a desire to make optimum use of LC
cataloging and by a concern to fit new entries into the 7 million-card
General Catalog with a minimum of recataloging." A specialized local
reason for avoiding such recataloging was advanced by one respon-
dent, noting that "many bibliographies of [our] materials have been
printed, and the staff and many regular users know [our] entries.
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TABLE I

PmcnNrecn or CererocrNc oF Rrsrencn LIBRARIES
Dnnrvro rnou LC CoPY. 1974175

t3 r

Percentage of
Cataloging

Number of
Libraries

Percentage
of Libraries

90-100
80-89
70-79
60-69
50-59
4M9
30-39
20-29
t0-19
0-9
Total

I
22
25
l 3

9

2
I
I
0
I

68

1 . 5
32.4
36.8
19.  I
9 q
9 q

1 . 5
1 . 5

1 . 5
100.  I

These two reasons led to keeping all established entries in ltheir] old
form, even for new materials." "We would have preferred to establish
AACR entries," one library acknowledged, "but [our catalogingl
backlog . . . did not permit such an ambitious program."

The weight of such concerns, and the consequent attractiveness of
superimposition as a means of dealing with the new rules, are indi-
cated by statistics gathered on the cataloging activity of the libraries
surveyed. Cumulatively, more than 2.8 million catalog records were
produced in the year preceding the survey by the seventy-one libraries
that contributed such statistics, including both original cataloging and
copy cataloging derived from other sources, chiefly LC (see table 2).
The average (mean) volume of cataloging among these libraries was
approximately 40,000 records annually, but ranged from one library
that produced more than 100,000 records down to four libraries that
reported producing fewer than 10,000 records (see table 3).

Against  th is  background,  the survey - responses suggest  that
superimposition, while it may have been conceived in order to meet
LC's needs in adapting to AACR l, may have equally met the needs
of many other research libraries struggling to cope with a growing
cataloging work load and seeking to absorb the change in cataloging

TABLE 2

Cnrer-oc RECoRDS PRoDUCED
gv RrsneRcH Lrrrentns, 1974175

Type of
Record

Number of
Records

Number of
Libraries

Monograph
Serial
Not Categorized

Total

2,473,270
1 3 6 , 1  l 7
254,135

2,863,522

62
6 l

7r
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TABLE 3

ReNcT oF CATALoGING PRODUCTION

AMoNG RESEARCH LTBRANTNS. 1974175

Number of
Catalog Records

Number of
Libraries

Percentage
of Libraries

100,000 and over
90,000-99,999
80,000-89,999
70,000-79,999
60.00M9.999
50,000-59,999
40.000-49.999
30,000-39,999
20.00G29.999
r0,000-19,999

0-9,999
Total

I
I
0
3
4

r2
9

l 6
l6
5
4

7r

1 .4
1 .4

4.2
5.6

16 .9
12.7
22.5
22.5

7.O
5.6

99.8

rules with a minimum of disruption and expense. As one university
library put it: "LC's decision [to superimpose] was [a] major influence.
HowevCr, this was the direction we would have chosen for them'to
go."

Since, at the time of the survey in 1975, LC was publicly consider-
ing the abandonment of superimposition, respondents were asked to
indicate how their institutions would react to such a step. Just as most
had accepted LC's lead in adopting the superimposition approach to
AACR l, so most expressed their willingness to follow LC in de-
superimposing, as well. Out of the sixty-six libraries that responded to
this query, forty-five (68.2 percent) indicated they would probably
abandon superimposition if LC did so. None of the responding librar-
ies indicated an intention to continue superimposing AACR I in this
event, although a significant number (twenty-one libraries, or 31.8
percent) reported being unsure how they would respond to such a
move by LC. The practical advantages to be gained by "following LC"
were frequently cited as the most compelling reason for going along
with LC's proposed de-superimposition plan, just as they had been for
accepting LC's superimposition policy in the first place.

Nevertheless, a number of institutions expressed reservations about
de-superimposing and indicated that they would do so only reluc-
tantly. One university library, for example, said that it would abandon
superimposition only "with great reluctance," and expressed the hope
that LC would not proceed on such a course. Another respondent
added, however, that if LC chose to de-superimpose "we cannot af-
ford not to follow." Yet another institution observed'that its mem-
bership in a library network would make it unwise not to follow what-
ever policy LC adopted. A university library declared that it would ac-
cept LC's decision to de-superimpose, but that it might "make exceP-
tion in some cases where we feel a change would unduly confuse our
patrons." An even stronger concern was voiced by another respon-
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dent, arguing that de-superimposition "would make the catalog very
difficult to service and would be confusing to the public and to inex-
perienced staff."

staff and public."

AppucarroN oF AACR I

Within this framework of overwhelming acceptance of AACR l, the
ARL libraries participating in the survey indicated substantial com-
pliance with its specific provisions. Their practices and policies suggest
an overall pattein of conformance with the rules that comprise the
code insofai as the research library community is concerned.

irg.*

rules allow," stated one national library of its practices. A second na-

*ln addition, three libraries described their policy as general conformance but did not

specify the nature of the exceptions they allowed. Since it is not clear whether their

application represenred the constraints of superimposition or rejection of specific rules,

their responses are not reflected in the data presented in this paragraph.
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tional library permitted violation of rule 68 I by allowing main entry
of serials under title "if [the title] conrains [an] abbreviation of [the]
corporate issuing body." The comments of three university libraries
suggest that their cataloging policy also resulted more frequently in
title main entry of serials than AACR I permits. One of these based
its choice of entry entirely on linguistic considerations: "We do not ac-
cept entry under title of a serial consisting sofely of a generic term,
but enter these under issuing agency; all with distinctive titles are en-
tered under title with added entry for issuing agency." This approach
was followed by a large special library also, which represented serial
holdings not in its public catalog, but in an annual printed list. Finally,
one university library, which otherwise adhered to rule 6, did not ac-
cept that part that calls for entry of a serial by a personal author
under that person's name, according all such publications title main
entry instead.

Several of the respondents also admitted rejection of rule 6D, which
prescribes separate entry cataloging for serials that undergo a change
of  t i t le ,  author ,  or  name of  issuing body.  As one of  th is  group
explained:

[This provision] is extremely inadequate to handle the many complicated situ-
ations involving frequent changes in the nanies of agencies, subunits of agen-
cies, and titles, particularly for government documents. There are many cases
when unnecessarily complicated and misleading records result from successive
cataloging, particularly when one is dealing with a great variety of changes
that occur in a short time and when ritles vary back and forth. Also, it often
happens that changes aren't caught until several of them have occurred, and
then it is much more efficient to recatalog the whole publication at once.

However, the libraries that did not accept rule 6D in t[e present sur-
vey were considerably fewer in number than in 1968, when Seely
found that only seventeen of forty libraries queried had abandoned
the method of cataloging every serial as a single bibliographic entity
under latest title or latest issuing body.5 Indeed, the preponderance of
research libraries reported that they followed rule 6D; in addition,
more than 80 percent expressed the view that they would oppose de-
letion of this provision. With the passage of time it had become ap-
parent, as one university library's respondent indicated, that "the con-
stant recataloging required by lsingle entry catalogingl is a nicety li-
braries cannot afford." The comments of those who supported AACR
I in this matter reveal a belief that rule 6D articulates an approach

concluded: "Having had experience with cataloging done both ways,
the successive title form of entry is highly preferable."

*The prescripts of both the International Standard Bibtiographic Description for
Serials (ISBD(S)) and the International Serials Data System (ISDS) presume separate
entries for serials that undergo changes in their "distinctive" or "key" titles.
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Deviation from the other rules of chapter I seems to be rather lo-
calized. A few libraries rejected rule 8E, concerning entry for exhibi-
tion catalogs, because of its complexity and tendency to result in main
entry under some aspect other than the name of the museum at
which the exhibition was held. One state library has recast rule 17,
which covers works issued by a corporate body with authorship attrib-
uted to one or more persons, to favor corporate body entry for
documents published by the agencies of that state's government. A na-
tional library, on the other hand, restated this rule to give main entry

since it is consistent with the MARC format. which does not accom-
modate the consolidation of entries called for by rule l9A. Finally, it
is noteworthy that some libraries deliberately disregarded parts of rule
33, dealing with added entries, in order to restrict the making of these
entries, while others modified the rule with the object of increasing

lish personal author headings usually under real names, while two ap-
parent ly  l imi ted th is  pract ice to those authors who wr i te  under
pseudonyms; the fourth opted arbitrarily for entry under the "latest
form of name."

"Another place where non-compliance showed up was in the ques-
tion of fullness of a personal name," Seely reported. "At least five li-
braries [of forty queried] indicated that they are inclined to use the
fullest form known at the time a book is cataloged. . . ."7 That this
tendency persisted is confirmed by the fact that 13 percent of the re-

*This figure does not include the responses of three libraries that described their pol-
icy with regard to chapter 2 as general conformance but that did not specify the nature
of exceptions permitted, since ii is not clear whether their application represented the
constraincs of supedmposition or rejection of specific rules.
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search libraries surveyed in 1975 substituted a local requirement re-
sulting in a fuller form of heading for persons than that produced by
applying a basic principle of chapter 2 ("the form of name of an au-
thor . . . is ordinarily determined from the way it appears in his
works").8 For most respondents, preference for fuller forms of names
meant inclusion of data such as full forenames only if these were
readily available. But for a few, the quest for full and stable headings
led to in-depth searching: "We use supplemental bibliographies to
provide full forenames and dates," reported one university library,
"even though [the] name in the publication may provide sufficient dif-
ferentiation in our catalog."

Of the remaining provisions of chapter 2 none was rejected or mod-
ified by more than one library. One respondent does not use an au-
thor's preferred form of name, known to differ from that resulting
from application of the rules in AACR I (rule 40, footnote 3), and
omits the term of address of a married woman identified only by her
husband's name (rule 46G3). A national library rejected that part of
rule 45C that provides for the omission of hyphens between given
names in French, modified rule 47C to require the inclusion of En-
glish abbreviations of ordinal numbers in headings for persons who
bear titles of nobility if sequentially numbered, and did not allow the
addition of dates to headings for classical authors, although such pro-
hibition is not stated in chapter 2. A university library disapproved
rule 52B, authorizing the use of the same heading for two or more
persons of the same name when it is not possible to distinguish be-
tween them with dates or words that are associated with the names in
author statements or reference sources. One private university stated
cryptically that its catalogers follow all provisions of chapter 2 except
those for "works relating to the Catholic Church." Finally, since Seely
had found in 1968 that "the omission of the designation psatd. in the
entry has met with outright opposition and disapproval,"e it is worth
noting that only one respondent admitted adding the term "pszud." to
headings for pseudonyms, a practice not sanctioned by AACR 1.

Conformity with AACR reached its greatest extent with the rules
encompassed by chapter 3, which treats headings for corporate
bodies. Again allowing for exceptions that followed from super-
imposition and acceptance of LC entries, 84.5 percent* of the respon-
dents fully adhered to its provisions in their original cataloging.

The only signficant departure from the general principles of chap-
ter 3 was conveyed by the comments of four university libraries that
have decided not to accept in tato the amendments announced in May
1974 deleting the once-controversial rules 98 and 99. "We still estab-
lish many.entries under^-place, particularly when- other similar head-
ings exist in our catalog," announced one respondent. Another noted:
"We accept the old rule [99] for universities, rather than entering
under 'University sf-."' The third of these libraries reported enter-
ing "institutions under place name if we have no LC entry to the con-

*This figure does not include the responses of four libraries that described their ap-
plication of chapter 3 as general rather than full, since they did not specify whether
exceptions permitted are the result of superimposition or deviation from AACR l.
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t\ary:-' while the fourth_simply reported that it has not "completely
abandoned rules g8 [andJ 99j'

would result from a strict applicarion of rule 73. Another national Ii-
brary arbitrarily began the headings for any agricultural experiment
station situated in the United States with the-name of the state in

trce.
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were seldom modified in the course of local use.

ences that the cataloger judges will serve the user-subject to the pro-
visions of AACR." Nevertheless, although none of the libraries sur-

TABLE 4

Usr or UNtronu Ttrlns
BY RESEARCH LTNNENTTS

Type of Work

Percentage of
Libraries Using
Uniform Titles

Sacred scriptures
Anonymous works without titles
Liturgical works
Early literary works, chronicles, and collections
Creeds, confessions
Treaties, international conventions
Prolific authors
Individual legislative enactments

t 6 . 5

/  6 . 5

75.7
70.3
68.9
67.6
59.5
58.  l
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veyed rejected the chapter as a whole, a small minority of 10.8 per-
cent decided to apply its rules selectively, routinely making references
for only certain situations.

Of the several types of references covered by chapter 5, the com-
ments of fourteen participating libraries establish that explanatory
references-those given when a simple referral is inadequate-
constitute the category that was most frequently modified locally or
disregarded by respondents. The practices of one library, quoted be-
low, reflected a commonly expressed desire to avoid the complex text
and the time-consuming research typical of many explanatory refer-
ences:

We have stopped making nearly all see also or explanatory references . . . and
are using 'Name Information Cards' (NICs) instead. . . . Public service librar-
ians have accepted them, they are a good deal simpler for patrons to follow
than history cards, and they save a great deal of time for catalogers and
typists, because (l) they do not have to be traced (we put one NIC in our
name authority file for each entry) and (2) they do not have to be tailor-made
for each catalog, which saves time in figuring out individual variations and in
typing individual cards. We put a NIC in each catalog that has an entry under
one or more of the names listed on the NIC.
[Example:]

Salvation Army
The name of this body has varied because of name change and/or merger

with other bodies.
The library may have material under the following names:

American Rescue Workers
East London Christian Mission
Christian Mission
Volunteers of America
Salvation Army

Some libraries went even further to save the labor of their cataloging
staff and to achieve simplicity in their catalogs by choosing to supply
see and see &lso references in lieu of explanatory references, while
others used explanatory references, but only if available from LC.

Except as noted above, the rules for references for names of per-
sons and corporate bodies were well accepted by the libraries that
applied chapter 5 to any great extent. With regard to personal name
references, however, at least three libraries reported that the instruc-
tion to "refer from a form of name used bv the author . . . when it
differs significantly from the form used in'the heading" was inter-
preted to exclude the case where the name varies as a result of sub-
stituting forenames for initials in a heading. In addition, two libraries
did not follow that part of the rule for corporate body references that
authorizes see also references between international and diplomatic
conferences and the conventions and peace treaties they produce.
Additional exceptions to the provisions of rules 121 and 122 were the
practices of only a single institution.

There was somewhat less adherence to the remaining parts of chap-
ter 5. Of those respondents that generally followed its provisions,
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by others.
"When the needs of research libraries and those of other libraries

are irreconcilable, alternative rules have been provided for the use of
the latter," states the introduction to the'Anglo-American Cataloging

alternative rules and practices.
Footnote 2l to rull l9B, concerning main entry for related works

other than those with dependent titles, contains the first of these al-
ternative rules. Here it is Stated: "Enter a libretto under the provisions

braries.

the respondent for a library that opted for references explained that
"the use of references results in fewer cards and allows us to connect
initials with the name used as entry, whether or not we have material
published under the initials."- 

The first of the two alternative rules in chapter 2 (rule 42B footnote
5)  reads:  " I f  the works of  an author  appear under several
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pseudonyms or under his real name and one or more pseudonyms,
enter each work under the name he used for it." Only one library in
the survey indicated a consistent preference for this practice. A few
respondents allowed occasional use of the alternative but generally fol-
lowed the main rule, which stipulates use of a single heading ("the
name by which [the author] is primarily identified in modern editions
of his works and reference sources"). The second alternative rule in
this chapter concerns rule 44B, which deals with the complex problem
of personal names not in the roman alphabet. Here again, the main
rule enjoyed widespread application: 97.3 percent of seventy-five li-
braries stating a decision rejected the more simplified practice author-
ized in the alternative rule.

There are no alternative rules to the provisions of chapter 3. How-
ever, a footnote to rule 64, which concerns determination of headings
for corporate bodies whose names appear in different languages,
states: "A form of name in a language suitable to the users of the
catalog may be preferred to the form that would result from the ap-
plication of these rules if the latter is in a language that is not one in
which the library normally collects materials." Thirteen of seventy-
four respondents (17.6 percent) indicated that it was the practice of
their libraries to establish some headings in English when application
of AACR rule 64 would yield headings in other languages. Only two,
however, related their implementation of the footnote to the acquisi-
tion programs of their libraries. The remainder resorted to it out of
"sheer desperation," in the words of one respondent. The representa-
tive of another library remarked: "We use English in preference to
the language that would result from the application of the rules only
when, after a reasonable search, we cannot establish the correct form
in the vernacular." (The following comments suggest that there seems
to be some variation of interpretation as to the meaning of the foot-
note: (l) "We try to follow rule 64, but use the language on the publi-
cation when the official language form is not readily available in
reference sources"; (2) "We have a great Jnany publications from

Japanese corporate bodies. If the text is all or partly in English, the
m[ain] e[ntry1 is romanized Japanese form. Added entries are made
for the English form").

Chapter 4 offers two solutions to the problem that arises when two
or more authors represented in a cata log have used the same
pseudonym and one or more of them is entered under a real name.
Rule l2lAlb deals with this situation by having the cataloger "make a
pseudonym-and-title reference for each work of an author that is so
entered." while a footnote to the rule allows the alternative of an
added entry under the pseudonym for each publication of such an au-
thor. The fact that only 75.4 percent of the sixty-nine ARL libraries
reporting their practice in this matter adopted the main rule rein-
forces Escreet's view that "alternative rule l2lAlb ... is not one of
those provided for the use of non-research libraries when their needs
are irreconcilable with those of research libraries."l5 Seven of the re-
spondents preferred the alternative rule, and two more permitted
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the real name and none under the pseudonym"'

CoucLusIor.l
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Selection for Preservqfion:
A Service Srudy

Rose Mory Mogrill ond Constonce Rinehqri

Planning for presavation inaolues an estima,te of the proportion of the collec-
tion needing attention. The authors designed, a simple rating scale and
appli,ed it to a sample of boohs in Western European literature at the Uniaer-
sity of Michigan. Findings indicate that a large portion of this particular sec-
tion is seriously deteriorated.

\ilrt"r* THE LAST DECADE. a number of research libraries in the
United States have made a more or less organized effort to mount an

the results of an earlier survey of preservation efforts in libraries in
New York state. Readys lists some preservation activities currently
under way, particularly in Canada.

Since all such programs must go forward with limited resources,
however, the problem becomes one of determining the best method of
using whatever staff time and institutional funds may be available for
the purpose. Shelley considers two types of conservation action that
might be taken by research l ibraries, and Darling6 makes specific
suggestions for organizing and administering a program. Almost none
of the literature on preservation relates to actual methods of survey-
ing the collection or recording the information gathered. Only Shaf-
ferz illustrates forms and terms used for such an investigation.

Perhaps the cheapest and most frequently used procedure is to have
the circulation staff set aside for remedial treatment any worn or de-
teriorated material that is returned after use: this has the obvious ad-
vantage of concentration on the active stock, but the equally obvious
disadvantage of protecting only a segment of the entire collection.
Another approach is to have one or more knowledgeable staff mem-

Rose Mary Magrill is professor, School of Library Science, University of Michigan, as is
Constance Rinehart. Manuscript received April 1979; accepted for publication August
r979.
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bers walk through the stacks, pulling off worn or deteriorated vol-
umes for treatment. This is a more comprehensive measure, but for

the relationship between physical condition and number of times
circulated.

Cuotcr oF SAMPLE

The English, German, French, Italian, and Spanish literature sec-
tions of ttre graduate library circulating collection were chosen as the
area of the collection to be used in the study. This choice was made
after discussion with members of the library staff because the Western
European literature sections of the collection were thought to receive
at least as much use as most other parts of the circulating collection
and were assumed to hold books of widely varying physical condition.
These five areas of literature also gave a good mixture of places and
dates of publication, two variables that we wanted to test.

The shelf list for the English, German, French, Italian, and Spanish
literature sections was measured and found to contain about 1,800
inches of shelf list cards. A systematic sample of 2,000 titles (omitting
open entries and noncirculating titles) was drawn from the shelf list by
recording information from cards at .9-inch intervals. The sample size
of 2,000 was chosen arbitrarily because it seemed to be the largest
number of titles that could be inspected within a reasonable amount
of time.

RerrNc Scelr
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Nevertheless, university library staff members who handle withdrawn
books did provide a number of ideas on how physical condition might

that could cause a book to receive any of the ratings below "5." In
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Baker & Tcrylor's new COM technologry for librcries.

The LIBRIS Catalog
Servrce of fers immediate
benetit to libraries lt isa
fully supported and
lield-proven system
designed to meet the
changing catalog needs of
today's libraries
Llbrart N.od! - Rising costs and
shrinking budgets have forced many
libraries to close branches, reduce
hours, limit communlty programs, and
ehminate staff Yet, the informatron
proliferation creates an
ever-expanding need for rmproved
access to library collections

While cataloging and filing
backlogs build up, interlibrary loan
prog rams and networking activities
continue to utilize increasrng shares of
already limited staf f time The situation
becomes even more critical as funds
available to libraries farl to keep pace
with the rate of inflation
th. lJEnIS n..pouo - Baker &
Taylor is responding to this challenge
with an extensive commitment to
automation and the LIBRIS Cataloo
Service-a fully supported
bibliographic database management
system

The LIBRIS Catalog Service
provides a uniform, authoritative
bibliographic database and a system
for readily managing it
DAttttSS xtlftc8lal|T
SISITI - Our bibliographic data .
base contains nearly two million titles
in MARC-ll communications format lt
can be easily used by libraries rn
establishing a computer based
resource from which information

meeting cataloging and patron
demands can be obtained The time
needed for typing and filing catalog
cards, updating holdings, and
marntarning authonty control files and
activitres is greatly decreased - and,
the costly errors inherent in traditional
card catalogs are minrmized

In addrtion to catalog maintenance,
applications of computer technology,
which include circulation control and
Interlibrary loan, can be supported
through the LlBFlscatalog service
COll - For the library patron, lhe
COM catalog is one of the mosl
apparent and appreciated benefits of
computerization Because of therr
small size, COM catalogs are highly
mobile and may be placed at several
locations within the library and other
communty sites Catalogs are faster
and easier to use than traditional card
catalogs because they display
multiple entries And. the database
management system assures that the
entries are always up-to-date
LlEnIS 13 n.adt - Baker & Taylor's
team of library and computer
professionals are ready to help you
determine the appropriate application
of computer technology to your
library Every library's needs are
special That's why the LIBRIS
Catalog Service was developed with

flexibility in mind Your
catalog can be published
in any format you need,
whelher it is microfilm,
microfiche, or hard copy.
And we can publish on any
schedule you desire
In addition,we can produce

special catalogs such as: large print
catalogs, iuvenile catalogs, audio-
visual catalogs-virlually any subcat-
alog fulfill ing library and community
needs
Th. N.xl St.D Ir lour! - Contact
us loday to learn more about our
LIBRIS Catalog Service or about the
other members ol the LIBRIS family of
integrated automation services
including: MRC (Machine Readable
Cataloging); On-Line Ordering
Service; and BATAB Automated
Buying Service
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Retired Librarian of Congress, L. Quincy Mumford
answers librarians'quesfions about the new

CUMULATIVE TITLE INDEX TO
THE'CLASSIFIED COLLECTIONS OF
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, 1978
the unique 132 volume, single-alphabet listing of
virtually every work classified by LC since 1897.

Background: L ibrar ians have been asking penetrat ing quest ions about the Cumulat ive Ti t le tndex to the
Classilied Collections of the Libraty ol Congress (TLC) ever since it was first announced We distilled what we
bel ieved to be the most s igni f icant  of  these quest ions and discussed them with ret i red Librar ian of  Congress Dr
L  Ou incyMumfo rd ,whose2 l yea r reg ime (1954 -1974 )  w i t nessedsuch re levan t l andmarksas thebeg inn ingo t
MARCand the in t r oduc t i ono f t hesha redCa ta log ingProg ram He rea resomeo t t heques t i onsandh iCanswers

Carrol l lon:  Dr Mumlord,  just  why is  t i f le  access so
imDortant?

Mumford:  Wel l ,  in  the case of  the Ti t le Index to the LC
Col lect ions,  i ts  greatest  value probably t ies in i ts
most obvious use When only t i t les are known to a
sea rche r ,  TLC  w i l l  show :  au tho rs ' names  (and  t he
years of  publ icat ion),  which lead to Nat ionat  Union
Catalog entr ies;  precise LC Ctassi f icat ion Numbers,
which lead to speci f ic  card images on the LC
Shel f l is t  microforms, and LC Card Numbers for
order ing f rom the Cataloging Distr ibut ion Service
In the case of  the Shel l l is t .  of  course.  searches for
the precise Class Number should be made in TLC
even i f  the author is  known as wel l  as the t i t le
In addi t ion to th is pr imary use,  I  should t ike to
comment on the recent  t rend by acquis i t ions
departments to set  up their  records by t i i le  in order
to enloy faster  and more precise access than is
provided in main entry catalogs (especia l ly  when
corporate authors and other Droblem authors are
invotved)
The Catalog Management Div is ion ol  the Library of
Congress converted i ts  own process Informat ion
Fi le f rom a main entry to t i i le  arrangement about
eight  years ago,  and I  understand that  their
searching efticiency increased
substant;ally after that change
In short ,  l ibrar ians have long
needed a def in i t ive,  s ingle-
alphabet t i t le  index to the
Library 's huge retrospect ive
col lect ion of  the wor ld 's
l i terature,  and there is  no
doubt in my mind that  th is 132
volume set  is  going to t i l l  that
neeo

"Because ol the overwhelmlng
size, longeYity, and lnlernalional
scope ol LC's holclings, Ihe grcal
maloilty ol the 6.5 miltion records
in lls Classilred Collectlons haye
never been lncluded in MARC.
OCLC, or any other data base."

-  F rench Language works  ca ta loged be fore
1  973,

-  German,  Span ish  and Por tugese Language
works  ca ta loged be lo re  1975,

-  Mater ia ls  in  the  o ther  Roman-a lohabet
languages ca ta loged be fore  1976,  and

-  Trans f i te ra ted  non-Roman a lohabet  ma-
te r ia ls  ca ta loged by  LC th rough 1978

Because o f  these de lays  in  en ter ing  the  Roman-
a lphabet  non-Eng l ish-Language mater ia ls ,  i t  i s
es t imated  tha t  more  than ha l f  o f  the  one mi l l ion
records  prepared dur ing  the  12  years  o f  the
L ib rary 's  Shared Cata log ing  Program have no t
en tered  the  MARC data  base

A smal l  number  o f  except ions  to  the  above l i s t ing
are  represented  by  the  L ib rary 's  h igh ly  se lec t ive
RECON (REt rospec t ive  CONvers ion)  Program
which  a f te r  severa l  years  has  on ly  jus t  reached i t s
150,000th  record  (most  o f  wh ich  covered 1968 and
1969 Eng l ish  Language repr in ts )

Ac tua l l y ,  i t  has  been the  L ib rary 's  long  range
e m p h a s i s  o n  c o l l e c t i n g  a n d  c a t a l o g i n g  n o n - U  S
mater ia ls  wh ich  has  led  i t  we l l  beyond the  ro le  o f  a
"na t iona l  l ib ra ry"  to  i t s  p reeminence as  a  " l ib ra ry  to
the  wcr ld "  Thrs  emphas is  i s  i l l us t ra ted  by  the  fac t

thal  in the last  ten years,  only 37
percent  o l  the books processed
by  LC  we re  i n  Eng l i sh  ( and ,  o f
course,  a large number of  these
were  o f  non -U  S  ong in )

Carrol l lon:  Wel l ,  that  pret ty wel l
takes care ot  TLC's coverage ol
the non-MARC records Now let 's
ta lk about OCLC Several  l ibrar-
ians have asked what benef i ts

Carrol l lon:  Now that  we've establ ished the imoortance
of t i t le  access,  le l 's  explore just  how many and
w h a t  k i n d s  o f  t i t l e s  a r e  i n  t h e  C l a s s i f i e d
Col lect ions

Mumford:  Essent ia l ly ,  these contain a l l  ot the mater ia ls
(both monographs and ser ia ls)  which have ever
been cataloged and c lassi f ied by the Librarv of
Congress s ince the adopt ion of  i ts  Classi f icat ion
System in 1897 As of  January 1979, these totated
approximately 6 5 mi l l i6n t i t les About one mi l l ion
(or  18 percent)  of  these records are included in the
MARC (MAchine Readabte Catatog) data base
which was establ ished in 1968

Carrollton: In view ot the fact that access to the MARC
data base is  a l ready avai lable to l ibrar ies in a wide
var iety of  segments and formats -  and as i t
amounts to only one-sixth of  the Library 's
col lect ion -  would you descr ibe for  us ,ust  what
records make up the aon-lltARc oortion of TLC?

Mumford:  Yes The more than 572 mi l l ion non-MARC
entr ies in TLC wi l t  inc lude the fo l lowing:

-  Engl ish Language works cataloged before
1 968.

they would get  l rom the Ti t le
Index that  they would not  a l ready be get t ing as
OCLC part ic ipants

Mumford:  Fi rst ,  of  course,  is  the matter  of  coverage
Because of  the overwhelming s ize,  longevi ty and
internat ional  scope ot  LC's hold ings,  the great
major i ty  of  records in i ts  c lassi f ied col lect ions have
not been included in MARC, OCLC, or  any other
data bases

Actual ly ,  there 's no way ot  knowing exact ly  how
many records are in the LC Classi f ied Col lect ions
that  are not  in OCLC We know how many records
LC has sent  to OCLC (over one mi l l ion MARC
records) but  we do not  know how many non-
dupl icate retrospect ive LC records have been put
into the data base by OCLC part ic ipants In spi te of
the large numbers of  records c i ted by OCLC, af ter
one deducts the MARC input ,  non-pr int  mater ia ls,
dupl icate records,  local  publ icat ions,  and other
non-LC mater ia ls,  the number of  retrospect ive
non-MARC LC records entered by OCLC part ic i -
pants should be re lat ively smal l  Based on
conversat ions wi th LC catalogers and others,
however,  my outs ide guess would be that  some 1 5
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mi l l ion  un ique non-MARC LC records  may have
been added by  OCLC par t i c ipa t ing  l ib ra r ies

This, ol course, leaves 4 mill ion non-MARC records
in the Classitied Collections that arc not in the
ocLc  da ta  base

The rna in  reasons  to r  the  re la l i ve  lack  o f  OCLC
over lap ,  as  ind ica ted  above,  a re  the  s ize  anc i
in te rna t iona l  na ture  o f  the  L ib rary  o t  Congress
ho ld ings  when compared lo  those o f  even the
la rges t  o t  the  OCLC par t i c ipants

C O M P A R I S O N S  O F  H O L D I N G S

The overwhe lming  re la t i ve  s t rengths  o l  the  LC
co l lec t ions  in  spec i f i c  sub jec t  a reas  are  bes t
i l l us t ra ted  in  the  b ienn ia l  reoor t .  f l l l es  C/ass i f led
by the Library of Congless Classitication: National
She/ t / i s f  Coun l  (pub l i shed by  the  Un ivers i ty  o t
Ca l i fo rn ia  a t  Berke ley  under  the  ausp ices  o f  the
organ iza t ion  o f  "Ch ie f  Co l lec t ion  Deve lopment
Of f i cers  o l  Large  Research  L ib rar ies" )  Th is  s tudy
compares  the  ho ld ings  o t  LC to  those o f  27  maio l
U S research  l ib ra r ies  in  ind iv idua l  LC C lass i f i ca-
t ron  Schedu les

The 1977 edition of this report shows that the Library
of Congress' holdings are
often two or more times as
large as those ol second-place
libraries in a wide variety of
s ign i f i can t  sub jec t  a reas ,  in -
c lud ing :  Amer ican H is to ry
(C lasses  E-F) ,  Soc ia l  Sc iences
(H-Hx) ,  Language & L i te ra tu re
(P-Pz) ,  Techno logy  (T-Tx) ,
and B ib l iography  and L ib rary
Science (Z)

"For a one-time expendlturc
which ls less than a year's salarY
ol a cataloger, TLC wllt go on,
year aller year; savlng tlme and
money lor a librcry's Relerence,
Acquisitions, and Cataloging De-
partments."

changes wi l l  have been picked up and pr inted in
TLC In many cases where part ic ipat ing OCLC
l ibrar ies der ive their  cataloging data f rom old LC
pr inted cards i t  would be benef ic ia l  i f  they would
c o n s u l t  T L C  e n t r i e s  b e f o r e  t h e y  c o n t r i b u t e
retrospect ive cataloging to the OCLC data base

Access to uo-to-date LC Classi f icat ion numbers,  of
course,  wi l l  a lso be extremely important  to l ibrar ies
convert ing f rom Dewey to the LC Classi f icat ion
system Moreover,  OCLC part ic ipants can refer  to
TLc to J ind LC Class Numbers lor  those OCLC
records which show only Dewey cal l  numbers

Carrol l ton:  Dr Mumford,  you've demonstrated the
useJulness and unique coverage of  the LC f i t le
lndex Bul  the set  is  expensive (even wi th our pre-
publ icat ion pr ices and extended payment p lans)
How can l ibrar ians iust i fy  i ts  cost?

Mumlord:  I  th ink the cost  ef fect iveness of  the set  is
best  i l lustrated by the fact  that  for  a one-t ime
expendi ture which is  less than the year 's  salary o l
a caiafoger, TLC will go on yea( alter year saving
t i m e  a n d  m o n e y  f o r  a  l i b r a r y ' s  R e f e r e n c e ,

Acquis i t ions and Cataloging
Departments -  and do so dur ing
those future years when inf lat ion
wi l l  have increased sta l t  salar ies
and other costs

Looking at  i t  another way,  TLC
records cost  only $1 78 per
thousand at  the pre-publ icat ion
pr ice -  and even less i f  paid in
advance The arguments for

In a te lephone survey conducted by Carrol l ton
Press dur ing September,  1979, of  the 20 largest
members ol  the Associat ion ot  Research Librar ies,  i t
was learned that  a l though 16 ol  them are current ly
O C L C  p a r t i c i p a n t s ,  n o n e  s u b m i t  s i g n i f i c a n t
numbers of  retrospect ive LC records to OCLC (A
possib le except ion to th is is  the Univers i ty  of  Texas,
which has sent  OCLC approximately 20,000
retrospect ive records to date )
LC CLASSIFICATION NUMBER CHANGES
Tens of  thousands of  LC Classi f icat ion-Number

order ing  the  se t  now and pay ing  in  advance
a lso  seem impress ive  to  me Those l ib ra r ies  wh ich
ordered Manse l l ' s  Pre- r956 lmpr in ts  ed i t ion  o f  the
N a t i o n a l  U n i o n  C a l a l o g  w h e n  i t  w a s  f i r s t
announced pa id  less  than ha l f  o f  today 's  p r ice  to r
tha t  se t  A lso ,  the  100/o  prepayment  d iscount  on  the
T i t l e  I n d e x  a m o u n t s  t o  a  h e a l t h y  $ 1 , 1 4 3  l t  i s
there fore  obv ious ly  advantageous fo r  l ib ra r ies  to
get  the i r  o rders  on  record  now a t  the  pre-
pub l ica t ion  pr ice  That  way,  they ' l l  be  cer ta in  lo  ge t
the  "2"  vo lumes a t  the  same pr ice  they  pa id  fo r  the
"A"  vo lumes
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general, a book rated as "0" was in such condition that it should not
be allowed to circulate.

The validity of the rating scale for physical condition was tested by
asking a librarian who handles many of the withdrawn books in the
univeisity library to rank subjectively a group of books on physical

for data collection.

Dere CoLLrcrrou
Data on each book were recorded directly onto edge-notched cards

(see figure t). From the shelf list the call number, language of the ti-
tle, plice of publication, and date of publication were obtained. Each
booli was then searched in the stacks and, when located, was inspected
for physical condition. When a book was not on the shelf, it was
sea.ihed in the circulation file. Sometimes this search indicated that
the book was in circulation (in which case the date due was noted and

located and inspected.

Fruorucs
Although data were analyzed in various ways, it became apParent

early in the analysis that the most interesting relationships were those
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TABLE I
PrrcrN.recn oF SAMpLE AvarlesLr FoR INSpECTIoN

Number
of Books Number Percentage
in Sample Inspected Inspected

English lirerature (820-828)
German literature (830-838)
French literature (840-848)
Italian lirerature (850-858)
Spanish literature (86(}-868)

Total for sample

890
326
442
109
233

2,000

747
300
398
97

189
r ,73r

84Vo
q9

90
89
8 l
87



Pre 1820

1820-1839

1840-1859

1860-1879

1880-1899

1900-1909 (N=97)

19r.0-r.919 (1ts129)

L92O_L929 (N_1s0)

1930-1939 (r,ts163)

l94O-I949 (N=135)

7950-L959 (tF193)

1960-1969 (N=313)

r97o_t978 (N=311)
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TABLE 2

Puvstcel CoNDITIoN By PLACE oF PUBLTcATIoN
( I 970-l 978 Pust-rcerroNs)

Rating of
Physical U.S.
Condition (N : 72)

Place of Publication
France Gt. Brit. Germany

(N :  77)  (N :42)  (N =  52)
Italy Spain

(N  :22 )  (N  :  l e )

Rated "5"
Rated "4"
Rated "3"
Rated "2"
Rated "1"
Rated "0"

77.8%
16.7

5 . 5

46.87o
49.4
2 .6
r .2

J 5 .  I

7. r
2.4

42.3
t . 9

54.8% 55.87o 68.2% 3r.6%
22.7 68.4
9 . 1

TABLE 3

PHvstceL CoNorrroru By PLACE oF PUBLIcATToN
( I 96C-l 969 PuBLrcATroNS)

Rating of
Physical U.S.
Condition (N : 9l)

Place of Publication
France Gt. Brit. Germany Italy Spain

( N  :  5 5 )  ( N : 4 1 )  ( N  =  2 e )  ( N  =  1 4 )  ( N :  1 6 )

Rated "5"
Rated "4"
Rated "3"
Rated "2"
Rated " l"
Rated "0"

50.5%
34.1

8.8
4.4
l . l
t . l

2r.8%
49. I
r 4 .5
10 .9
1 . 8
1 . 8

43.97o 44.87o
34. r  31 .0
t2.2 24.1
9 .8

57. r% 37.5%
28.6 43.8
7 . r  6 .3
7 . r  6 . 3

6 .3

TABLE 4

PHysrcRL CoNolrroN By PrncE oF PUBLIcATToN
( I 950- I 959 Pust-rcerror.rs)

Rating of
Physical
Condition

Place of Publication
U.S. Irance Gt. Brit. Germany

( N  =  4 4 )  ( N  : 3 5 )  ( N  : 3 3 )  ( N  : 2 7 )
Italy Spain

( N :  l 0 )  ( N :  1 6 )

Rated "5"
Rated "4"
Rated "3"
Rated "2"
Rated " l"
Rated "0"

18.27o
38.6
crc, n

15 .9
4.5

8.6%
I  t . 4
45.7
3r.4

9 R

r8.2% rr.r%
t2.r 62.9
39.4 14.8
24 .2  l  l . l

6 . 1

18.8Vo
30.0% r2.5
40.0  31 .3
10.0 25.0
10.0  t2 .5
10.0
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TABLE 5

PHySICAL CoNnt.rtox BY PLAcE oF PUBLICATIoN
( 1940- I  949 PusLtcertoNs)

Rating of
Physical
Condition

Place of Publication
U.S. France Gt. Bri t .  GermanY

( N  : 4 8 )  ( N  : 2 1 )  ( N  :  1 7 )  ( N  :  1 2 )
Italy Spain

( N  : 7 )  ( N  : 5 )

Rated "5"
Rated "4"
Rated "3"
Rated "2"
Rated " l"
Rated "0"

4.27a
18 .8
39.6
2 7 . l
10 .4

4.8%
9.5

19 .0
38. r
28 .6

5.9%
1 7 . 6
23.5
41.2
5.9
'5.9

16.7%
25 .0
50.0

8 .3

I to have only fair or brittle papel ul-

less they were produced in the United Staies. Forty.percent of the

British Jample tiad good paPer, which is a better showing than that of

the French, Germai, o. ituiiutt samples' The Spanish sample for this

decade was too small for analYsis.

CoNcI-ustoN

The study indicates that a large portion of the collection in major

Western European literatures is in need of immediate attention if the

texts are to be preserved for the users of this library.^If one considers

that those boots rating "2" or less are candidates for preservation,

rhen almost half the cdllection (44.9 percent) falls into _this category.

The confidence interval of 42.5-47.3 percent, calculated on the basis

of this sample percentage, indicates that because of the statistical un-

certainry iniroduced by-taking a sample of this size we can be rea-

sonably'sure (with 9b fiercent"confidence) that the true _percentage 
of

the coilection needing^attention falls within that range' If one takes a

more conservative view and consic
"0" as needing attention, then 24.1
Western European literatures falls
percent confidence limits are 22'4
ihe true proportion of the collecti
within that range.

Within the total samPle, the I
largest proportion (52.1 percent)
percent rated "1" or "0." This gr<
iample, with publication dates goin
lsh6d since i940, those in the bes

20.0%

42.9V0 40.0
42.9 40.0
,n: _
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English literature sections. Only I I percent of the books in German
literature rated "2" or less, and oniy 16.5 percent of the English.
Books in the Spanish literature section were in the poorest overall
condition: 28.5 percent were rated "2" or less. French literature was a
little better, with 22.1 percent rated "2" or less.

- The gen_eral superiority of U.S.-made books suggesrs that any li-
brary that has had a longstanding policy of preferrirlg the British-edi-
tion to the American edition should now examine itsloilection rather
closely. Other factors being equal, the American publication is to be
preferred for its longer lfe A library with a collection with many
no1-U.S. publications produced before 1960 will probably find that its
collection is in need of attention.

As previously mentioned, we were not able to relate book condition
to the total number of circulations, since the library's circulation sys-
tem does not record that information in the individual book. There

The literature secrions of the collections at rhe University of Michi-
gan Library were chosen for this study because they contained older
materials and materials that *ere.,sed heavily, and'it is possible that
these factors have made the situation look more serious ihan it is in

urgently and to estimate the numbers of items to be handled if and
when a more extensive conservation program is undertaken.

_. We have emphasized that this study eiamined only certain areas of
literature in a particular collection. It is reasonable to assume that
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veloped for determining physical condition of books is a practicable
procedure and one that could be followed by other academic libraries.
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lnternqtionql Microgrophics
Stqndqrds: Report of rhe 1979
Poris Meeting of ISO/TCI7I

Jeffrey Heynen

This report describes a meeting of the technical committee on micrographics
(TC17l) of the International Organintionfor Standardization. The meeting,
which uas the first one to be held by the committee in its current form, took
place in Paris, France, June 1 l-15, 1979. The reportfocuses on the commit-
tee's work relating to the reproduchon of library m.aterials tL,ithin the general
context of international standards-naking actiuities.

r
lN rnn spRING op 1979 I was asked to become a member of the
United States delegation to an international micrographics standards
meeting. The opening of a position on the delegation occurred when
Charles LaHood, chief of the photoduplication service at the Library
of Congress, discovered that he would not be able to attend. Although
I knew I would not be able to participate with nearly the skill and
knowledge that LaHood brought to the task, I agreed to participate.
This paper is a brief report on events of the meeting and the context
in which they took place insofar as they relate to the reproduction of
library materials.

Although it is not yet very apparent in the United States, there is a
large and growing need for international standards. Each year more
nations require their observance not only by their own citizens but by
foreigners who trade and communicate with them as well. The Inter-
national Organization for Standardization (ISO) is the leading source
of these standards worldwide. A voluntary, nongovernmental, non-
profit organization,ISO currently has some 3,750 published standards
and an additional 3,000'in preparation. It is made up of a national
standards organization from each of eighty-seven countries.

These member bodies contribute expert participants to nearly 180
technical committees that ISO has established to draft standards. The
technical committees do their work by correspondence and in meet-

Because it is vitally important that rechnical services librarians in today's world be in-
formed about international standards, the editor invited the ALA delegate to prepare
this report for Library Resources U Technical Sentices. Jeffrey Heynen, micropublishing
projects director, Congressional lnformation Service, Inc., Washington, D.C., is at pres-
ent chairperson, RTSD Reproduction of Library Materials Section.
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ings, and, although as much work as possible is done by mail, about
1,600 meetings, with some 20,000 participating experts, take place
each year..Ihb 

United States member body of ISO is the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI), which, unlike almost all the others, is (like

ISO itself) a voluntary nongovernmental, nonprofit organization.
ANSI is  a federat ion of  1,625 Amer ican standards-making and
standards-using organizations. It is a participating member- of two ISO

technical committe?s dealing with the reproduction of library mate-
rials: Technical Committee 46: Documentltion (TC46) and Technical

Bulletin.r

the secretariat for TC 171.

sibilities.

the second working group.
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A second major organizational concern resulted from the decision
of the South African member body that it could no longer be the se-
cretariat, or convener, of the third working group, which deals with
the microcopying of documents on 35mm and l6mm film.

Because the functions of working groups two and three were quite
similar, the committee decided to avoid the appointmenr of two new
conveners at the same time by merging the two groups. At the meet-
ing the Canadian delegation indicated interest in being convener of
the new group. The United Kingdom and South African member
bodies will continue to participate in the technical committee's work,
of course, despite their decisions to give up the role of conveners of
their respective working groups.

longer a working group two.)
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that, like the press cutrings draft, is to address the specific characreris-
trcs ot catalog cards not dealt with in existing ISO standards. The
French member body agree to draft the microfiche sections and the
U.S. member body, the l6mm film sections of the new version.

bined voting procedure. All ISO member bodies rhat have elected to
be.participating members of TClTl (whether or nor they actively par-
ticipated in the June meeting) will now be asked to complere a'billot
questionnaire on the draft, either giving their approy2l-1arifil or with-
out comments----or giving their reasons for not approving. Depending

-upo^n the outcome of this combined voting, either the standard is to
be forwarded to the ISO Council, which will then make the final deci-
sion on publication of the document as an international standard, or it
is to be returned to the working group for resolution of negative
comments.

(There are currently seventeen participating member bodies in
TClTf : Belgium, Canad,a, Denmark, Finland,, Franci, Germany, ltaly, Ja-
pan, the Netherlands, Poland, Spain, South Africa, Swed,en, Switzerlind,
United Kingdom, United States, and the U.S.S.R. Fourteen member
bodies have elected to take "observer" status: Australia. Austria.

It is said to take an average of seven years from the first statement
of need to the publication of an ISO standard. The draft for l6mm
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the use of a ratio of 48 to l, far higher than the24 to I permitted in

existing international standards. The group also recommended that
the Banking Committee express a preference for a 24-to-l ratio, leav-

and three, it is likely that the expertise of working group two mem-
bers will be available for work on standards for outsize library mate-

image quality as it relates to graphic characteristics of documents
being filmed,'and the third relates to specifications for a "micro" test
objgdt for use in evaluating the perfoimance of microfiche reading

Standards Institute, ISO's United Kingdom member body, will host
the meeting in London.

Internatironal micrographics standards eontribute to the free flow of
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information across national borders. With international srandards,
format and equipment specifications, production and storage prac-
tices, and methods for testing quality and longevity may be made uni-
form practically worldwide, and the information resources of one
country may then be shared with many others. Since the standards are
produced by committees of experts and are approved by multinational
consensus, they reflect the procedural and technological capabilities
within participating narions. Not only do they help prevent the intro-
duction of' microforms and microform equipment with valueless
idiosyncrasies, but, being subject ro periodic ieview, they also promote
the.adoption of changes that are truly advantageous. Just as the inter-
national micrographic standards are valuable to library resource shar-
l-ng, so is the work required in making them an important library
function, one in which the Resources and Technical Services Division
and its Resources and Reproduction of Library Materials sections
should continue to have a significant role.

RT.FERENcEs

L Henriette D. Avram and James L. Wood, "A Report on the Meetings of ISO/TC 46,
Warsaw, Poland, April 18-27, 7979," Library of Congress Information Bulletin 38:265-
68  (13  Ju l y  1979 ) .

2 Harold Fromm, "Report of 1979 Paris Meetings of ISO/TC l7l-Micrographics,"
IMC Journal 2, no.7:17-20, 40 (Third Quarter 1979). See also his "Report of the
Meeting of ISO/Technical Committee l7l-Micrographics," Journal of Micrographics
l3:97- l0 l  (Nov. /Dec.  1979).



Coping wirh Subiecr Heoding
Chonges

Gregor A. Preslon

The Lihrary of Congress will adopt numerolts new subject head,ings when it
closes its card catalogs in 1981. Libraries uithuut subjecl authority control
need to takc steps to preaent the problems caused by haaing both obsolete and
new subjects in their card catalogs. Three methods-Snndard, InterfiIing,
and Split Files----are ffired for presening card catalog integrity. Tools and
routines fm subject maintenance are discussed,. Each library must decide its
oun approach, hut a minimum of subject control is recornmmded for libraries
not suitching to on-line catalogs in the nearfuture.

r
lr rnr LtgneRv oF CoNGRESS closes its card catalogs in the near fu-
ture (l Jan. l98l is the projected date), one result will be the adop-
tion of numerous new LC subject headings, designed to replace terms
that have becorne obsolete. LC has postponed making major subjecl
heading changes until 198 I because of the enormous amount of work
involved in manually correcting catalog cards. Automation can handle
massive changes without encountering the problems imposed by a
catalog card environment.l While the updating of subject headings to
conform to current  terminology must  be applauded,  th is  s tep
threatens to do serious harm to the card catalogs of those libraries
that have neither the time nor the expertise to establish subject head-
ing authority control.

It is possible for all libraries, even those without cataloging staff, to
take steps to ensure that their subject catalogs continue to provide

from a workshop organized for the Pennsylvania State University

*Proposals presented are equally applicable to other subject heading lists, such as
Sears.

Gregor A. Preston is acting head, catalog department, Shields Library, University of
California, Davis; formerly cataloger, Pennsylvania State University Libraries. Manu-
script received April 1979; accepted for publication Sept. 1979.
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Campus Libraries-which receive subject cards without authority con-
trol from the main campus library.

The main problem caused by a lack of subject heading control is
that the user does not find the information sought. For instance, if the
subject heading Social security is found, the user may not realize that
earlier material is filed under Insurance, Social. The reverse is also
true; if he is familiar with fnsurance, Social, he may not locate the
current heading, Social security. The foregoing is an example of a
simple "one-to-one" change, but not all changes are of this type. LC
sometimes changes a compound heading into its component parts:
thus, Negroes becomes either Afro-Americans (for permanent U.S.
residents) or Blacks (for persons residing outside the U.S.). Other
changes may involve transposing a subdivision into a main subject-
the old heading Pennsylvania-Climate is now Climatology-
Pennsylvania-or making all geographic subdivisions "Indirect," i.e.,
Banks and banking-Franc+Paris instead of Banks and banking-
Paris.2 For the user not to be misled by such changes and for the card
catalog to retain a semblance of integrity, there are three basic meth-
ods that can be used to resolve subject heading conflicts. It is both
likely and desirable that all three methods will be used in a single
catalog with the choice depending on the specific type of subject head-
ing conflict being treated.

StnunRnl METHoD

The Standard method is to change all obsolete headings (of the
"one-to-one" type) to the new form by deleting the old heading and
typing the new heading.

This traditional method is one with which catalogers are familiar,
and it is a satisfactory solution whenever feasible. However, as noted
earlier, not even LC has the necessary staff to make voluminous
changes in this manner. Small libraries should consider this method
only when the cards to be changed are few in number. It is important
to remember that in an uncontrolled environment "old" subject cards
may continue to appear after the change to the new heading has been
made; therefore. it is essential that a sez cross-reference be made from
the old to the new heading; then, if an old heading is subsequently
received, it can be caught when filing. Remember, too, that use of the
Standard method necessitates refiling the changed subject cards. If a
large file is changed (such as "Negroes" to "Afro-Americans") it may
mean that entire sections of the card catalog will have to be shifted to
accommodate the new heading.

INrrnrtuuc METHoD

In the Interfiling method, old. and new headings that file next to
each other may be interfiled together with an explanatory reference
card:

(l) Automobiles-Law and legislation Interfiled under
(2) Automobiles-Laws and regulations Automobiles-

Law and legislation
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In the S's :
Insurance, Social
Social security

Interfiled under
Social security

In the 1's:

Spur Frlns Mr.rsol

Insurance, Social
see

Social security

The Split Files method is used for changes involving headings be-
ith different letrers of the alphabet. No changes are made toglnnlng wrtn drtlerent letters ot the alphabet. No changes are made to

the old headings and the new headings are hled. I-his creates two

lgparate files with explanatory references leading the user from one
file to the other.

A. "One-to-one" change:

lnsurance, Social
see ako

Social security

The heading "Insurance, Social" has been discontinued.
Recent material on this subiect is filed under "social
security."

B. Change of a compound heading into i ts component parrs:

Crime and criminals
see also

Criminals
Criminology

The heading "Crime and criminals" has been disconrinued.
Recent material on rhese subjecrs is filed under
"Criminals" and "Criminology."

Criminals
see ako

Crime and criminals

"Criminals" is rhe current heading for this subject.
Older material is f i led under the former heading, "Crime
and criminals." For current material on "Crimer' see the
heading "Criminology."

Likewise, a duplicate of the above cross-reference would be filed for
"Criminology." As with the Interfiling merhod, little work is involved
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in constructing split files and once they are established nothing fur-
ther need be done-later receipt of obsolete headings is not a prob-
lem. A possible drawback is that users may not read or understand
the references. This problem may be dealt with by preparing guides
to catalog use, by posters, and so forth.

Interfiling and Split Files are appropriate techniques for coping
with subject heading changes involving more than a few cards. They
ensure that the user is aware of all material on a topic owned by the
library, no matter what terminology is used, thus preserving tra-
ditional cataloging aims.

MaINTTNaNCE RourrNES

Two questions remain: How can new subject headings be discov-
ered? and What work flows are best for establishing links between old
and new headings? In a library without subject authority files, new
subject headings are encountered sporadically. If the l ibrarian in
charge of the card catalog does not possess cataloging expertise, how
does the small institution develop subject control? First, the LC Subject
Headings (ZCSH)-and its periodical supplements-(or the Sears list)
are essential. Keep them near the card catalog for patron use as well.
A shor t  guide expla in ing the use of  LCSH can be prepared-
interpreting what sa, x, etc., stand for. Unfortunately, LCSH is written
for the cataloger, not the layman. Making sense out of the shorthand
used in the supplements is especially tricky.3 Each line of the supple-
ments is either a Change, a Deletion, or an Addition. T}r,e word Cancel or
Change precedes the affected headings; however, headings being
Added are not preceded by any word. A subscription to the free publi-
cation Cataloging Sertice Bulletin, which contains the latest information
on changes in subject heading policy, is a good idea.n

Looking at the catalog cards when they arrive with a book shipment
or, better yet, checking them when they are fi led into the subject
catalog, develops familiarity with the headings and makes it more

LCSH for the heading it replaces (if any)* it is necessary to see
whether the catalog has any cards under the old heading. If it does, a
decision can be made on which method-Standard, Interfiling or Split
Files-is appropriate and the necessary reference cards typed.

A corollary benefit of subject heading control involves the weeding
process. The librarian may wish to check holdings under obsolete
headings for potential withdrawals of older titles.

Each library should decide its own approach to subject heading con-
trol. Such questions as perceived user benefits and number of staff

*It is LC practice when establishing a new heading to make the old heading a see
reference to the new heading.
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will help determine the kind of assistance provided. Very small librar-
ies may decide to control only "major" subject heading changes or
changes in sensitive terminology rather than attempt an exhaustive
approach. User surveys are valuable-83 percent of faculty surveyed
at one university expressed satisfaction with an uncontrolled card
catalog (although it was not identified as such), while only 8 percent
complained about "inadequate subject entries and cross-indexing."5
No doubt the 83 percent of satisfied users included many who did not
know what they were missing or the significance of the question. Still,
libraries cannot afford to pay a disproportionate amount of attention
to subject heading control if it does not result in improved user ser-
vlce.

A minimum approach to reconciling old and new subject headings
does seem cal led for  in  l ight  of  the large number of  imminent
changes promised by the Library of Congress. Eventually, all libraries
will benefit from automation and on-line catalogs. In the meantime,
those libraries that continue to exist in the 3-by-5-inch card environ-
ment must learn to cope with the effects of policies promulgated for a
machine-readable world.

RerrneNcrs

l. Library of Congress, Processing Department, Catalogtng Senice 123: l0 (Fall 1977).
2. Library of Congress, Processing Department, Catahging Serrice ll5:23-25 (Fall 1975),

ll9:22-24 (Fall 1976).
3. Ibid., 122:20-22 (Summer 1977).
4. Catalogtng Seraire Bulletin is available from the Cataloging Distribution Service, Li-

brary of Congress, Building 159, Navy Yard Annex, Washington, DC 20541.
5. Pennsylvania, State University, College of the Liberal Arts, Library Committee,

Results of Faculty Questionnaire (Commonwealth Camprces). (University Park, Pa.: Pattee
Library, Pennsylvania State Universitv, 1976).
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Folse Economy;
or, Sobotoge qt the Cotolog!

Elisobeth Norie

A plea to maintain high snnd,ards in card catalogs until they are closed.

greatest advantage of the library user, and that technical services per-
sonnel do not use automation as an excuse to shift problems to public

But some are advocated by automation enthusiasts who are so en-
thralled by the new technology that they forget the purpose of the
card catalog. For some years to come, the card catalog will remain the
key to unlock the resources of a library. The key is not easy to_ use
and it never has been, but until the library's collection is fully available
on-line, and until the library can afford i uutt array of terminals for

Elisabeth Norie is the assistant head, Original Cataloging Division, University of Wash-

ington Libraries, Seattle. Manuscript received July 1979; accepted for publication Sept.

1979.
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later heading" type, but let us keep these to a minimum. In terms of
the user's time (and frustration) surely it is not too costly for a catalog
division to change the headings on a few cards and to update the trac-
ings on the main entry cards (especially if those main entry cards are
to be the basis of a retrospective conversion). Implementation of
AACR 2 will necessitate many name changes. As with subject head-
ings, it will be desirable to change the old cards whenever feasible and
to keep down the number of see also references. Faculty and students
using the catalog will not be aware of the service rendered, but they
will be aware of a plethora of confusing references. Reference librar-
ians and other staff members helping patrons use the caralog will ap-
preciate the time saved by finding all entries for an enrity under rhe
same heading.

One can no longer say when referring to card catalogs that "the fu-
ture is longer than the past." Hence changes in cataloging policy, even
though they might be desirable in the long run, must be carefully
scrutinized to see that they are really worth an added inconsistency in
the present catalog. Converting the cards to microform or eventually
converting the entire catalog to machine-readable records is not going
to be accomplished instantaneously. Must an entire generation of pa-
trons be deprived of adequate library service in the meanwhile?

Even though the days of  the card cata log are numbered,  the
machine-readable records made from that catalog will repeat, if not
multiply, any errors found therein. Computers cannot jump to logical
conclusions as a human brain can do. Careless and incomplete records
entered now in the card catalog will lead to time-consuming and thus
expensive corrections in the future.

Catalogers are traditionally conservative. That is the way we have
been trained. We are not necessarily averse to new ideas, but we be-
lieve they should be carefully considered, with a weighing of the pros
and cons, and a study of all the ramifications involved, before they are
implemented. We are aware that the end product of our labors is a
complex tool, but we strive to make it as reasonable and consistent as
possible. In academic libraries we can presume that our patrons are
intelligent, but we should also presume that their time is valuable. We
must not shift the expenditure of time from cataloger to catalog user,
and that is the last thing that most catalogers want to do.

Let us continue to give tender loving care to the card catalog unril a
worthy successor is a practical and affordable reality.
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RTSD
Annuql Reports, 1978179

Report of rhe President

Williom A. Gosling

{ill many gaps in the transitional period.
The ofFci of RTSD presideni also experienced turnover when incoming

president Pauline Atherion regrettably had to resign. As the resignation was

iece ived dur ing  the  1978 e lec t ion ,  the  newly  e lec ted  v ice-pres ident  im-

responsibilities.
Numerous committee appointments remained open following the 1978 An-

nual Conference. It is a pieasure to report that prior to the Dallas.Conference
all  of these vacancies had been 6tled. 'An effoit  was made to bring in some

new people. Without a vice-president who normally handles .committee ap-

pointments, however, the use of reappointments was also heavily relied upon
ihir y"u. to ensure thar the units of the division had the full complement of

personnel to carry out their assigned tasks. With a new vice-president, Karen
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Horny, elected and on board rhis June, a major effort will be made ro involve
a greater number of new members on RTSD committees in 1980-81.

^. 
The editorships of- both division publications also changed hands. wesley

simonton submitted his resignation hs editor of Library Ruources U Technical
seruices.after serving six years in this demanding posiiion. Mary pound sub-
mitted her-resignation at the lg78 Annual confErince as founding editor of
the ,RZSD Newsletter. An ad hoc commitree chaired by Al Lane was-appointed
to locate successors for both positions. wes and Mary graciously continued to
edit their.respective-publications until Elizabeth Tate'wis appointed editor for
Z.RTS and Arnold Hirshon editor for the ftTSD Newsletter in March.

one of the milestones of the year was the publication of the second edition
of the Anglo-American catalogring Rules in D-ecember. It was offered in both

lardbound and. paperback formats. upon its publication, the catalog code
Revision Committee, under the capable leadership of John Byrum, ha? com-
pleted its work and was dischargedwith thanks.

. A_critical meeting_was held at ALA headquarters on August 3 to discuss
implementation of the new rules. The Libriry of congresi representarives
and others assembled (including the RTSD president) igreed to delay im-
plementation of rhe new rules foi one year to january l, ag8l. This provided
the division with some additional dme to pr.pare its'series of regional work-
sh.op9 -and^a preconference on AACR 2. A p.e.o.tference wa"s originally
scheduled for Midwinter 1979 and a presentati,on in conjunction wltn"Lc on
interpretation of the new rules ar rhi Dallas conferenc6. This schedule was
revised so that the preconference was presented at Dallas and the LC/RTSD
program will be presented in New York in the summer of lg80 and then in a
series of regional workshops during the following year.

^Unlike the adoption of AACR in 1967 where a meering was called a yeat
after the rules were implemented to discuss the impact and-problems encoun-

1.1"9_r"^u.pplying the new rules, a series of nationai and regibnal programs on
AACR 2 have been in the planning stages for several monihs to 6e p"resented
prior to AACR 2 implementation" The id hoc AACR 2 Inrroducto.y p.ogra-

, worked from its creation at the1g77
) to prepare a preconference institute
that will be used ar the upcoming re-

Iff #T*?o"h?f:?i.$'l,iiJl"oi?,9
cate librariang llro_ughout rhe counrry:""H"iil,::'':"Tr:ilr*:i9I1,j",iiil-
cation of AACR 2, as well  as how to interpret the 

-rul is 
for use .rrrd".

n returned to their respective libraries
rsons for regional workshops and local
:ea. Administrators and public service

-',h",ffiiXr:H"?,:'"'::i"fiXT;"1*ll
tion or AACR 2 wourd have on ,n"i. i1,1ffi;fo+T:lT:'li:tTI#fri:'fr

:s in the region. The Council of Re-
arbara  Gates  and v ice-cha i r  Dav id
rCR 2 Introductory Program Commit-
gistration for the preconference, they

rwo years, working with the RTSD regiollal ;:giTJt 
workshops over the next

Prior to the ALA New York confelence in tgao, a second rraining session
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is planned in conjunction with the Library of Congress. This meeting will ac-
tually be the first of twelve regional workshops cosponsored by RTSD and LC
and again coordinated through the Council of Regional Groups. These train-
ing sessions will feature the AACR 2 interpretations and options as they will
be applied by LC, coupled with the packet of RTSD audiovisual materials de-
veloped for use at the Dallas preconference.

[During the year] the Board'discussed how best to handle future repre-
sentation to and responsibility for the review process for future changes to
AACR 2. The board voted this responsibility to the Cataloging and Classifica-
tion Section, whose Executive Committee in turn voted responsibility to the
Descriptive Cataloging Committee. This committee was subsequently reor-
ganized, and its name changed to Committee on Cataloging: Description and
Access. It currently has responsibility for future code revision. Additional
mechanisms for code revision are being considered to identify a more effec-
tive manner of interacting with other ALA and non-ALA organizations hav-
ing a voice in the revision process.

The Council of Regional Groups has added four new members this year.
They are:

L Technical Services Chapter, California Library Association
2. Technical Services Section, Massachusetts Library Associ4tion
3. Technical Services Round Table, Pennsylvania Library Association
4. Technical Services Interest Group, Washington Library Association
The direct impact of AACR 2 on the catalog is of major concern. To facili-

tate dissemination of timely information, space has been made available in the
RTSD Neusletter for a regular column entitled "News about AACR 2 Im-
plementation Studies," prepared by Mary Jo Lynch, director of ALA Office
for Research, and others. The publication schedule for the Newsletter was re-
viewed. The RTSD Board approved increasing its frequency to six issues a
year to improve the currency of information it is providing for the mem-
bership.

In addition to AACR 2, work was completed on "Guidelines for the Subject
Analysis of Audiovisual Materials." These "Guidel ines," prepared by the
Cataloging and Classification Section's Subject Analysis Committee, have been
approved by the RTSD Board and published.

Four "Guidelines for the Formulation of Collection Development Policies"
were completed by the Resources Section and were published in time to be
available at the Dallas Conference. They include:

l. Guidelines for the Evaluation of Library Collections
2. Guidelines for the Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Library Collections
3. Guidelines for the Review of Library Collections
4. Guidelines for the Allocation of Library Materials Budgets
Bylaws changes were approved to provide for the division's Councilor.

Elizabeth Herman was elected the first RTSD Councilor to serve a four-year
term. This new position will give each division a representative on Council. It
was agreed to make the councilor a voting member of the RTSD Board.

The Planning Committee, chaired by Charlotte Hensley, completed a new
RTSD "Goals for Action" statement that was approved by the RTSD Board at
the 1979 Midwinter Meeting. The committee also completed guidelines for

Regional Conferences.
The Filing Committee, chaired by Joe Rosenthal, continues to grapple with

the complex questions associated with establishing a revised set of filing rules.
It is anticipated a final revised draft will be available for review and comment
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at the 1980 Midwinter. Machine files and the impact of AACR 2 are being
considered.

Programming has been active with the following programs presented at the
annual meeting in Chicago:

l. Budgetary Planningfor Libraries-LAMA/LOMS Budgeting, Accounting
and Costs Committee and RTSD Resources Section, cosponsors.

2. Automated Acquisitions: What's Good? What's Bad? What's Missing?-
AAP/RTSD Joint Committee and RS Bookdealer/Library Relations Commit-
tee, cosponsors.

3. Commercial COM Catalogs: How to Choose, When to Buy-RASD
Catalog Use Committee and CCS, cosponsors.

4. Whither MARC and Mann?-CCS, PLA, RASD and RASD Catalog Use
Committee, cosponsors

5. Library Uiirding-RfSD Preservation
6. Interlibrary Loan, Photocopying and

duction of Library Materials Section.
7. Education for Acquisit ions-RTSD/LED Education for Resources/

Technical Services Committee.
Many hearings and discussions were also conducted during the conference.

A special hearing was arranged at Midwinter to provide a forum for members
to express reaci ion to the draft document "National Level Bibl iographic
Record-Books," prepared by the Library of Congress.

The Dallas program schedule was equally full and diversified. The follow-
ing sessions were held:

t. 
.ftre 

AACR 2 Preconference-RTSD and its Council of Regional Groups.
2. Can Anyone Do II?-CCS Subject Analysis Committee.
3. Analyzing the Impact of Automation on Technical Services Costs-RTSD

Technical Services Cost Committee.
4. I'ederal Library Network Prototype Project: An Experiment in Document

Delivery-RlMS Telefacsimile Committee.
5. AACR 2 and Its Effect on Serials-RTSD Serials Section.
6. Small, Regional, and Alternative Publishing-AAP/RTSD Joint Commit-

tee.
7. Use and the User-RS Collection Development Committee.
8 .  How to  P lan  a  Workshop:  P lann ing ,  T iming ,  Budget ing ,  and

Evaluation-Council of Regional Groups.
9. Preservation Education-RTSD Preservation of Library Materials Com-

mrttee.
10. The Public Catalog: Microform Alternatives-RlMS and RS, cospon-

sors.
ll. Marking It and Parking lt-Road Map for the Cataloging of Print and

Nonprint-CCS Cataloging of Children's Materials Committee.
Several things stand ouiwhen reviewing such a listing. The membershipof

the division is dynamically involved in working to present programs on topics
of current interest to help their colleagues run their libraries better. While
there was more cosponsorship of programs with other divisions last year. it is
hoped that action being taken on two levels will further aid this area of con-
cern within ALA.

In the area of personnel, the board approved the establishment of a Pro-
gram Officer at the Midwinter Meeting. William Drewett from Green Gold
Library System in Shreveport, Louisiana, was hired to beginJune ll, 1979, to
provide assistance in coordinating program planning and help the sections
ieduce redundancy in program content. A special benefit will be realized

of Library Materials Committee.
the Copyright Law-RTSD Repro-
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from Drewett's skills in continuing education programming to be applied to
the division's regional programming activities.

The division is entering a period in which it hopes to reach out more di-
rectly to the grass roots level of librarians, working within the framework of
the Council of Regional Groups, and bring programs to them. Plans are
firmly established to do this for the introduction of AACR 2. Other topics of
national interest, such as networking, serials, preservation, resource sharing,
and bibliographic access will be receiving attention as possible regional pro-
gramming subjects in the years ahead.

Concern for overlap and duplication in programming both within the divi-
sion and ALA is of major concern. In an attempt to begin to address this is-
sue, the RTSD President wrote a letter to each of the other division presi-
dents, suggesting some possible approaches to resolving this problem. Several
presidents agreed to discuss it with their boards and bring the reactions to a
DISC meeting at the Dallas Conference. It resulted in lengthy discussion, but
because of schedule conflicts and the termination of DISC, no ongoing so-
lutions were realized. Several divisions did pass resolutions on the overlap of

ProSrams.
The RTSD Board updated its 1975 resolution on programming that re-

quired all division units desiring program meetings at annual conferences to
submit requests to the board one yeai in advance of the meeting date for ap-
proval or rejection of time slots. The 1975 resolution prohibited the schedul-
ing of program meetings which overlapped and the duplication of program-
ming. The revised resolution reads: Moved that the RTSD Board require that
for a program to receive approval for presentation, it be presented to the
Board in writing with answers to the following questions which are satisfactory
to the Board:

l. What other units of ihe division and ALA have been considered as possi-
ble cosponsors or coproducers of the activity?

2. Have these units been consulted and the officers asked if they would like
to participate?

3. What were the replies and what is the result in terms of the final plan-
ning and support for the activity?

Another major issue brought before the board in Dallas was concern with
the changing status of Representation in Machine-Readable Form of Biblio-
graphic Information. The Library of Congress indicated that ALA's MARBI
could no longer be the sole mechanism for review and approval of changes to
MARC formats. LC needs to allow other MARC users, such as the networks,
to have a voice in changes to MARC formats that they do not have through
MARBI. The following motion was approved and forwarded to the ALA
Executive Board. Moved that: The recommendations made by MARBI and
transmitted to each of the sponsoring Boards on 23 June 1979 and modified
at this meeting be made recommendations of this Board and transmitted to
the ALA Executive Director.

MOVED: (l) That the American Library Association continue to maintain a strong and
active role in matters relating to the interchange of machine-readable bibliographic
data, in paiticular the development and maintenance of LC/MARC formats.
(2) That the Association negotiate with the Library of Congress a modification of the
original relationship as defined in the "whice paper." The preferred result of the
negotiation would be:
-An analog to the Joint Steering Committee would be established to be a body shar-
ing the decision-making responsibility for the development and maintenance of LCI/
M1RC formats (perhafs to be called the Joint Steeriirg Committee for Formats, and
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in all likelihood to include representation not only of LC and MARBI but also of
utilities, other associations, other national libraries, etc.)
-That this "Shared decision making" include a vote for each group represented in
the body.

The board approved a motion that stated that the RTSD Board of Directors
encourage the participation of technical services librarians in library biblio-
graphic instruction. A resolution on preservation education was also passed
and referred to the ALA Executive Board, and the revised Library Bill of
Rights was endorsed.

The most significant change for RTSD this year was approval for the estab-
lishment of a Preservation Section within the division. This brings to five the
number of sections in RTSD. The section will be operational immediately fol-
lowing the 1980 Annual Conference, with names for officers appearing on the
next ballot. This section will replace the Preservation of Library Materials
Committee. Its subcommittees and discussion group will be incorporated into
the new section.

Paul Cors from the University of Wyoming was appointed the division's
representative to the Freedom to Read Foundation. Ann Heidbreder Eastman
was named the divisional representative to the Legislation Assembly while Ar-
nold Hirshon is the new representative to LITA.

The International Cataloging Consultation Committee, chaired by John
Byrum, presented to the board the Preliminary Report of ICCC for solicita-
tion of comments and review at the 1980 Midwinter Meeting. The documgnt
will be published in ZRIS as well. It is a report on the committee's charge "to
study procedures involved in the development of international cataloging
policies by international organizations and to propose methods to establish
communication and ensure adequate consultation between these international
organizations and RTSD."

The Education Committee, chaired by William Myrick, has identified nine
areas of concern to be studied during the next several years. Topics will in-
clude need for instruction in the use of on-line systems and the extent to
which preservation and the reproduction of library materials are taught in
library schools, among others.

The Membership Cornmittee, chaired by Francis Spreitzer, has developed
an RTSD brochure that is being distributed widely. An RTSD booth was in-
cluded in the exhibits at Dallas, the success of which will result in a repeat in
New York. A new RTSD logo is in the drafting stages.

Discussion groups are certainly in vogue, with new ones being added for
such topics as Heads of Cataloging and Catalog Maintenance. Both sectional
and divisional ones are providing a vital'forum for libiarian-tolibrarian ex-
change of information, which cannot be accomplished through committee
meetings and program discussions and papers. This is clearly an area where
the division is providing a major service for its membership.

David Weber, RTSD president in 1967-68, wrote in this annual report, "the
World of RTSD is developing as never before." With videodisc, expanding
telecommunications and computer applications, shifts in publishing patterns
and formats, networking and a variety of developments yet to be announced,
it is equally true today. The technological problems involved in acquiring and
processing library materials and information and in providin$ bibliographic
access to them are being made more complex and demanding. RTSD will con-
tinue to strive to provide the means for librarians to cope with these changes
through its programming, publications, and discussion groups. With the con-
tinued dedication of its membership, it should succeed admirably if the past
year is any indication.
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Cotologing ond Clqssificotion Section

Frcnces Hinton, Choirpercon

The activities of the Cataloging and Classification Section likely to have the
most longJasting effect on the work of the section were the reconstruction of
the former Descripdve Cataloging Committee and the establishing of the new
Committee on Cataloging: Asian and African Materials. At its final meeting in
Dallas, the Executive Committee approved a petition for a Catalog Mainte-
nance Discussion Group.

Many hours of thought and discussion were needed to arrive at a final
statement of the function and structure of the Committee on Cataloging: De-
scription and Access. Demands had been made by other ALA divisions and
other libtary organizations for a more effective voice in the making of catalog-
ing rules. The configuration agreed upon was similar to that of the Catalog
Code Revision Committee: a voting committee of the section with nonvoting
official representatives selected by the other RTSD Sections, ALA divisions
and round tables, and national library organizations outside ALA. The en-
larged committee held its first meetings in Dallas, and a task force was ap-
pointed to develop procedures for handling discussion and reaching decisions.

The Committee on Cataloging: Asian and African Materials was the rec-
ommendation of subcommittees of the Descriptive Cataloging and Subject
Analysis Committees. Both had urged the need for closer and continuing
communication between area specialists and generalist catalogers. This com-
mittee, with Thomas H. Lee as chairperson, held its first meeting in Dallas
and was immediately faced with a proposal by the Library of Congress for
changing its Chinese romanization to the Pinyin system.

Two public hearings were conducted during the Midwinter Meeting to pro-
vide opportunity for members of ALA to.respond to matters of national and
international bibliographic control. One, sponsored by CCS, was on the pro-
posed National Level Bibliographic Record-Books. The other, a regular
meeting of the Descriptive Cataloging Committee, was on Recommendations
of the IFLA Working Group on Corporate Headings. Although those attend-
ing seemed more interested in learning than in making comments, meetings
such as these may serve to forestall the reaction that some remote body is
making decisions without soliciting opinions from the field.

The Margaret Mann Citation Committee presented, for the first time in his-
tory, ajoint citation to Michael Gorman and Paul W. Winkler, the editors of
the Anglo-Amzrican Cataloguing Rules, second edition.

The Nominating Committee presented a slate of five candidates. Nancy
Williamson was efucted as vice-chairperson/chairperson-elect and Barbara
Gates and Patricia Oyler were elected as members-at-large of the CCS Execu-
tive Committee.

Although the Cataloging and Classification Section itself presented no pro-

The # I Question of Universal Subject Access."
The Policy and Research Committee concerned itself with studies of areas

for research, prepared by Elaine Svenonius, and the need for continuing edu-
cation, prepared by Eleanor R. Payne.
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The SAC Subcommittee on Racism and Sexism in Subject Analysis con-
tinued its investigations of terminology preferred by various ethnic groups
and discussed the Library of Congress classification of materials relating to
women.

The SAC Subcommittee on Subject Headings for Individual Works of Art,
Architecture and Analagous Artifacts and Structures held its first meetings in
Dallas and began to make its recommendations.

The Cataloging Norms Discussion Group continued to discuss quantitative
and qualitative standards that might be considered norms.

There is an obvious and increasing interest in bibl iographic control
throughout the library world. Types of library divisions and the various sec-
tions of the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) are begin-
ning to establish committees to discuss cataloging questions from their own
points of view. Since it seems impossible to prevent this proliferation of com-
mittees, CCS must continue to keep the lines of communication open so that
recommendations made by specialist groups are considered in the broader
context of general needs.

Reproduction of librory Moleriqls Section

E. Dole Cluff, Choirperon

A year full of activity typified the Reproduction of Library Materials Section
(RLMS). Cosponsored by the Resources Section, the Dallas program "The
Public Catalog: Microform Alternatives" made a significant contribution to the
profession. Susan Baerg Epstein discussed "From Concept to Acceptance: The
ACCESS Study at Los Angeles County Public Library." Bill Gordon's paper
was titled "From Film to Fiche: A Carefully Considered Change." Maureen
Hutchinson spoke on "The Process of Closing the Card Catalog at Toronto."
Reactors to the three presentations were Nancy Eaton, Karin Trainer, and

John Webb. A professional RTSD membership booth at Dallas displayed mi-
croform catalogs from sixteen libraries including those represented by the
program speakers. The exhibit and the program made a nice tie-in.

Under the leadership of Deborah Raikes the discussion group continued to
be an awareness forum, keeping people current on areas of interest and con-
cern. Several topics were covered by those attending. Two recommendations
came out of the group's deliberations this year: (l) That a clearinghouse of
locally produced guides to microform collections be created. Francis Spreiczer
of the University of Southern California volunteered to coordinate the effort
of collecting the materials and making them available to interested people. (2)
That a committee be established to draft guidelines for the operation of a
library microform facility.

Reports from RLMS representatives to other organizations served to keep
members informbd. The latest representative is Charles Willard, who is as-
signed to the Cataloging and Classification Section's Committee on Cataloging:
Description and Access. Charles LaHood and Norman Shaffer reported on
activities of the American National Standards Institute PH5 Committee. while
Samuel Boone discussed copyright. National Micrographic Association repre-
sentative Carl Spaulding reported that the National Micrographics Association
(NMA)  has  dec ided to  es tab l i sh  a  new l ib ra ry  commi t tee  to  dea l  w i th
standards that are particularly appropriate to libraries. A standard for mi-
crofiche envelopes will be one of the first topics for discussion.
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The assistant editor of Library Resources U Technical Seruices, Francis
Spreitzer, reported that Dale Cluff wrote the review article "Developments in
Copying, Micrographics, and Graphic Communications, 1977," and will do
this for 1978 as well.

The Publication Committee, chaired by Douglas Freeman, kept busy during
the year. RLMS Circular, No. 3, containing the abstracts of the papers pres-
ented at the Dallas RLMS/RS program was printed and distributed at the
program and exhibit booth. The seventh edition of the Directory of Repro-
graphic Seruices published during the year boasts of a microfiche supplement
containing a study of the emerging pattern of micrographic series. This edi-
tion doubles the size of the sixth. Considerable effort was shown by committee
members in soliciting material for the RLMS Microfile Series. Plans were laid to
publish the Dallas piogram as one of the series.

Under the chairmanship of Robert D. Stevens, the Policy and Research
Committee discussed at length the implications of a Preservation Section being
created as part of RTSD. I'or the concept, but urging input in the early stages
of planning, so that the respective functions and responsibilities of RLMS and
the Preservation Section are clearly defined in such a way as to minimize over-
lap, the committee agreed that there "will need to be a high degree of coordi-
nation and cooperation between the two sections." The committee hammered
out a document titled "Tips on Operating Copiers," which will be published as
an RLMS Circular. The purpose of these guidelines for users of self-service
photocopy machines is to put the user on notice that certain kinds of material
do not copy well, reduce user frustration, and relieve the library staff member
of some complaints.

The Standards Committee, chaired by Lawrence S, Robinson, also made
significant progress during the year. The most-discussed topic again this year
was which type of microform is best for use in libraries. After careful consid-
eration of the issue of the use of standard and nonstandard microforms in
libraries the committee reaffirmed its support of the joint resolution with the
RS Micropublishing Committee that libraries purchase for their permanent
collections only those types of film for which standards for archival perma-
nence have been establ ished by recognized standards organizations. The
committee heard the full reports of Jeff Heynen, who attended the ISO (In-
ternational Standards Organization) meetings in Paris; Charles LaHood and
Norman Shaf fe r ,  who bo th  kept  in  touch w i th  the  Amer ican Nat iona l
Standards Institute; and Carl Spaulding, who reported on NMA activities.
People from the Standards Committee are cooperating with RS Micropublish-
ing Committee members in studying the possibility of creating two groups,
one of which will choose annually a micropublishing product that should be
recognized for its outstanding qualities and the other to monitor the quality of
microforms.

The Dallas program presented by the Telefacsimile Committee capped the
year's work by this group. Titled "Telecommunications Applications in Librar-
ies 1979-Year for Decisions" and moderated by Joan M. Maier, the program
featured discussions on recent projects funded by HEW by Howard Hupe;
slow scan television by Stuart L. Meyer; TALINET project results by Mar-
garet K. Goggin; video mass storage of documents by Norman Kreisman;
view tech systems by Don Bynum; and satellite transmission by Townsend D.
Breedan. As an outgrowth o'f the program. Telefacsimile Committee members
will follow developments in the field, including slow scan TV, videodisc, elec-
tronic mail, projects and proposals facsimile, satellite transmission, and com-
puter conferencing. Desretta McAllister, committee chairperson, and Ellen
Detlessen had an article titled "Telefacsimile in Libraries and Information
Centers" published in North Carolina Libraries.
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Resources Section

Frederick C. lynden, Choirperron

Through its committees and discussion groups, the Resources Section serves
acquisition and collection development librarians by providing a forum for
consumer advocacy and continuing education; by establ ishing national
guidelines and standards; by promoting research and publication on topics re-
lating to resources; and by advising and assisting librarians in the selection,
acquisition, and evaluation of library materials. Its committees are concerned
with a wide range of issues: Bookdealer-Library Relations (Susan Harrison,
1978_79 chair); Collection Development (David Perkins, chair); Library Mate-
r ials Price Index (Noreen Gilb Al ldredge, chair);  Micropublishing (fohn
Webb, chair); Policy and Research Committee (William Myrick, chair); and the
National Library Services Resources Section Scholarship Jury Committee
(Robert C. Sullivan, chair). Its discussion groups also provide a lively and
open environment for deliberation on problems of common interest among
resource librarians: Chief Collection Officers of Large Research Libraries
(Paul Mosher, 1978-79 chair);  Chief Collect ion Development Off icers of
Medium-Sized Research Libraries (Margaret Jackson, chair); Booksellers Dis-
cussion Group (Barry Fast, chair); and Acquisition Discussion Group (Dana
Allessi, chair).

Among the especially noteworthy accomplishments of the Resources Secdon
committees in 1978-79 were: the publication of the Guidelinesfor Collection De-
uelopmznt, edited by David Perkins, and consisting of instructions for develop-
ing collection policies, evaluation of collections, weeding of collections, and al-
location of materials budgets; dissemination in the Boihzr Annual of a media
price index by David Walch, new consultant to the Library Materials Price
Index Committee; a summer exhibit on COM catalogs by John Webb, Mi-
cropublishing Committee, in conjunction with the RLMS Section and Librory
Technology Reports; and final organization of events for the 1980 preconference'
on acquisitions by current and former members of the Bookdealer-Library
Relations Committee: Edna Laughrey, Harriet Rebuldela, and Susan Harri-
son. Harrison is working on tours of New York publishing houses for confer-
ence participants.

The activities of the committees are so numerous and varied, the following
narrative can record only the highlights. This year the Bookdealer-Library
Relations Committee invited representatives from publishers, booksellers, and
a bibliographic utility to discuss specific problems. The committee issued an
updated list of imprints under which the Gille Brothers publish, and worked
on a proposal to prepare Gui.delines fm the Purchase of Out-of-Print Materiak. A
draft bibliography on the subject has already been produced by the commit-
tee. The Collection Development Committee changed its name to Collection
Management and Development Committee. The committee is working on
guidelines for both resource sharing and use and user studies. It is also plan-
ning regional institutes and other training efforts for collection development
personnel. The Library Materials Price Index Committee is investigating
prompter publication of its indexes. The Bowker Annu,al will continue to pub-
lish summary tables of all indexes on an annual basis, but it is hoped that all
indexes will also appear in other publications prior to the annual cumulation,
The committee will also be working closely with a newly appointed ANSI
standards committee, which will be revising the current standard on price in-
dexes. In view of the article by Carl Spaulding in the December 1978 issue of
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Amtrican Li,brarizs, the Micropublishing Committee reaffrrmed its earlier joint
resolution with RLMS that "libraries purchase for their permanent collections
only microforms meeting recognized standards." Micropublishing also estab-
lished a subcommittee to set up criteria for a Microform Product of the Year
award, a prize that might be given for the best microform product or the best
microform publication of the year. It will be up to the subcommittee to de-
cide. The Policy and Research Committee recommended that ANSI 239 con-
sider appointing a subcommittee to adopt standardized definitions for claim-
ing and reporting,terms used in acquisitions, such as "temporarily out of
stock."

This year the National Library Services Resources Section Scholarship Jury
committee selected an article by Rose Mary Magrill and Mona East entitled
"Collection Development in Large University Libraries," which appeared in
Adaances in Librarianshlp, volume 8, as the best resources publication for 1978.
The presentation of plaques to the winners and of $1,000 to the University of
Michigan Library School was made at the RTSD luncheon.

Two Resources Section committees sponsored programs at the Dallas sum-
mer meeting. The Micropublishing Committee cosponsored, with RLMS, a
program entitled "The Public Catalog: Microform Alternatives." The program
included presentations of microform catalogs at Los Angeles County Public
Library, Prince George's County Memorial Library System, and the University
of Toronto, with reactions from librarians well versed in the use of mi-
croforms. The Microfiles series'will publish the entire proceedings. The Col-
lection Development Committee offered a program on use'and user studies,
as these studies relate to collection management. Speakers described major
aspects of use and user studies, and reactors provoked discussion.

This year the Resources Section appointed Susan Vita, memhr of the Re-
sources Section Executive Committee, to serve as representative to the Com-
mittee on Cataloging: Description and Access, Cataloging and Classification
Section. This committee initiates proposals for additions to and revisions of
the cataloging code. Although a representative cannot vote, the Resources
Section now has someone to express its official positions on AACR 2 for the
future.

Members for the Executive Committee for 1979 were: Sheila T. Dowd, past
chair; Fred C. Lynden, chair; Jean Boyer Hamlin, vice-chair; Mona East, sec-
retary; George B. Miller, Harriet K. Rebuldela, Elaine Sloan, and Susan H.
Vita, members at large. Their recommendations for section activities and sup-
port for section programs resulted in a year of solid accomplishments. The
Resources Section can look forward to another year of progress as Jean Boyer
Hamlin, Rutgers University, and Paul Mosher, Stanford University, take office
as chair and vice-chair elect for 1979-80.

Seriqls Section

Judirh N. Khortor, Choirperson

The Serials Section continues to look to the future in both its programs and
its committee work. The Annual Conlerence program entitled "serials: Issues
for the Eighties" was a great success, with more than 550 people in atten-
dance. Papers on AACR 2 and serials cataloging, serials and catalog closing,
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and decision points in retrospective conversion of serials were enthusiastically
received by librarians looking ahead to a decade filled with challenges. The
section was also one of the cosponsors of a program on the National Peri-
odicals Center, another topic of interest and controversy for the eighties.

Section committees have been busy exploring new directions for serials. The
Committee to Study Serials Cataloging decided to catalog twenty serials titles
using AACR 2 rules and discovered, to no one's surprise, that in discussing
just the first five rules interpretations differed. The committee will seek clar-
ification of the rules for the information of serials catalogers. The Regional
Serials Workshops Committee is preparing a directory of speakers on topics
of interest to serials librarians. The directory will be alphabetical by speaker's
name with subject, geographical, and type of library indexes. The committee
hopes the directory will be published soon. The Serials Section Committee on
Library School Education was changed from an ad hoc to a standing commit-
tee at the 1979 Midwinter Meeting and began its work at the Annual Confer-
ence. Its chairperson will also serve as liaison to the RTSD Education Commit-
tee so that the two groups can work more closely together. The committee's
efforts will initially be directed toward compiling an annual bibliography and
an annual list of serials courses and developing procedures whereby it can
serve as a clearinghouse for serials instructional materials.

The Committee to Study Serials Records decided, at Midwinter, to concen-
trate its efforts on a specific topic for each meeting rather than to continue
the earlier attempt to survey the entire area of serials records. The June meet-
ing was devoted to serials holdings statements with focus on the 239 subcom-
mittee SC-40. Four speakers summarized the problems in developing both
summary and detailed holdings statements.

The section's two discussion groups again had very interesting and well-
attended meetings. The one for large research libraries had an update on Na-
tional Periodicals Center developments since the March 1979 Open Forum, a
report on a meeting the Library of Congress had with the National Library of
Canada on reconciling AACR 2 and the ISDS guidelines, and a discussion of
the Stanford, UC Berkeley, and UCLA Title IIC grant serials project.

The Medium-Sized Research Libraries Discussion Group focused on sub-
scription agency conversion work, particularly the processes involved in deci-
sions to change or merge vendors. Speakers offered information regarding
what documentation needs to be avai lable for review; how to keep the
documentation; and what constitutes an environment that poses sufficient
problems to dictate a change in acquisitions methods.

The Duplicates Exchange Union Committee has before it a proposal to
change its status within RTSD to reflect more properly its function as an ex-
change for both serials and monographs. The committee will continue to
work on defining its own role as well as that of the union in future meetings.

The Committee to Study the Feasibility of Creating Dynamic Lists of Core
Serials is working on a questionnaire to be sent to library subject specialists to
find out how they would use core lists of undergraduate-level serials and what
information they would like included in the lists. The committee has estab-
lished liaison with the Resources Section Library Materials Price Index Com-
mittee so work can be coordinated.

The Section Executive Committee passed resolutions endorsing the concept
of a National Periodicals Center and encouraging continued cooperation
between LC and the GPO on use of ISSN for federal documents. The com-
mittee also approved the section's cosponsorship of the 1980 Acquisitions Pre-
conference.

The section also asked the RTSD Board, through its Organization Commit-
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From: Sruaz Brynteson, assistant director of libraries for technical seruices, Indiana
Uniuersity.-In her art icle "Interfacing a Local System with OCLC: The
Documentation Process" in the Spring 1979 issue of Z.RZS [23:129-38], Kath-
leen M. Purnell does not indicate that the interfacing system at the Indiana
University Libraries which she describes was discontinued in September 1977.
The Indiana University Libraries no longer have the local automated system
described in the article and have not had such a system for over two years.

From: William E. Studwell, head, Cataloging Dept., Northern Illinois
Uniuersity.-Concerning Mr. Robert Rodriguez' article "Use of Alternative
Class Numbers for Bibliography in the Library of Congress Classification Sys-
tem" (Spring 1979 123:147-55L may I offer the following suggesrion as an
addendum to his article: When the subject of a bibliography being classified
outside of Z is assigned a span of numbers, the book could be placed in the
number for dictionaries. lf there is no specific provision for dictionaries, a
number for some other reference-type material, e.g., gazetteers, would be

ical advantage, as Mr. Rodriguez alludes to on page l5l, of classing similar
materials together. Northern Illinois University Libraries have successfully
implemented this concept since 1976.

From: C. Derek Robinson, consultant, Canadian Nonprint Project. [Abridged]-
PRECIS is a new system of subject retrieval, and discussions of it are welcome,
particularly in American professional journals. Unfortunately, the recent Li-
brary Resources U Technical Seraices paper by D. K. Weintraub [Spring 1979,
23:l0l-l5l contains several errors of fact, together with misinterpretations
which will seriously mislead those who know little or nothing of PRECIS.

On page 106, for example, Weintraub writes, "Some of the letter codes are
preceded by a dollar sign." All letter codes in PRECIS are preceded by a dol-
lar sign, which functions as a conventional subfield indicator. On page 105 she
says, "There are two completely different and equivalent sets of symbols iden-
tifying PRECIS conceptual types. They are called operatars and rutnipulation
codes. .. . There is no obvious reason why two sets of codes are needed" (her
italics). This is an extraordinary howler. fhe role operator is an intrinsic part
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of the manipulation code; and there is no equivalence between a whole and
one of its parts. It is quite possible that Weintraub was misled by the ar-
rangement of the Mamnl, for role operators are introduced well before the
rest of the manipulation code. This, however, is standard teaching practice.

There is another factual error on page 108, where it is stated that PRECIS
subject headings (not index entries) commence with the first lead term in the
string, and that this would generate many unhelpful headings beginning with
place names. Pages 40G-3 of Austin's Manual are cited as authority for this
itatement. In faJt, page 400 of the Manual lays down a rule for this method
of generating subject headings. A term coded (0)-location-or coded as a
dependent element of another term coded (0) is ignored unless it is the only
term with an operator in the range (0) to (3) that is a lead term. Such a string
is extremely rare in practice. The vast majority of headings generated in this
way will not begin with a place-name. . .

On page I l0 Weintraub contends that the coding of three strings differs
"because these varying codes will lead to somewhat different forms of entry."
This is quite wrong. The use of different role operators simply reflects the
concept analysis of different subjects. In the examples, "culture" is an action
on a key system, "bacteria"; "management" is also an action applied to a key
system; but "air services" is the agent that performs the action of "passenger
transport." Weintraub's assertion ignores a good deal of the Manual: it reveals
that she has failed to grasp the essentials of PRECIS.

If I have understood page 106 correctly, Weintraub advocates the creation
of lists of terms associated with their conceptual types. . . . In her estimation,
these would be useful indexing tools. This directly contradicts the philosophy
of PRECIS. The role operator assigned to a term is assigned in accordance
with the role that term plays in the context of the subject statement. It follows
that a particular term is not always given the same role operator. . . . Such
lists would therefore be of little help to the indexer, and their construction
would be laborious.

. . . Weintraub discusses PRECIS in terms of subject headings, in terms of
classification, and in terms of chain indexing, until the reader feels some ter-
minological confusion. She lacks the vocabulary to discuss it in its own terms
as a system of subject indexing . . since more than one hundred papers on
PRECIS have been published in the last five years, is there any point in pub-
lishing in 1979 a paper that was written in 1977 about PRECIS as it was in
r974?

From: D. Kathryn Weintraub, associ,ate professor, Graduate Library School, Uniaer-
sity of Chicago. *-It is quite correct that I did not describe PRECIS in its own
terms. My intent was to compare it with other systems so as to identify those
aspects of PRECIS which represent a unique contribution to the theory of al-
phabetical subject lists. Thus, the entries from all such systems are called szD-

ject head.ings and those headings whose name and form are defined through
authority files are called, subject nzines. Such a description makes clear that the
unique contribution of PRECIS derives from the character of the string
rather than its controlled vocabulary. Furthermore, the terms in a PRECIS
subject entry are different from the terms in a chain index entry because
PRECIS terms are associated directly with a conceptual type rather than with
a facet that represents a fundamental category, as is the case for many chain
indexes.

*The editor invited the author of "An Extended Review of PRECIS" to reply to
Robinson's letter. This is her response.
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The words and phrases of a natural language are typically ambiguous both
in the sense of having more than one meaning and in the sense of overlap-
ping in meaning with other words and phrases of the language. A phrase
such as passenger txansport can be assigned any of at least three closely related
meanings. It can represent a type of action, e.g., John did a survey of trans-
port of passengers during the recent United Airlines strike; or it can repre-
sent a transitive action with an object, e.g., John did a survey of the transport
of passengers during the recent United Airlines strike; or the speaker can
use the shorter phrase if he does not care to disambiguate the expression,
e.g., John did a survey of passenger transport during the recent United Air-
lines strike. PRECIS does not include an operator that says, in effect, "not
worth disambiguating" and so the analyst must choose between the first two
alternatives, coding the phrase with a 2 if the first meaning is intended or
splitting the phrase into two terms coded I and 2 if the second meaning is
intended.

Potential ly, this leads to two dif ferent problems for a phrase such as
passenger trensport where the distinction in meaning is slight and where the
shorter phrase represents common usage for both meanings. First, if the
strings are used rather than the subject names for organizing a machine-
readable data file (which might be useful), then the search requests for one
string will not match exactly with strings in the other form; and so additional
links would be required.

Second, in those. cases where the second meaning is intended, the coding
would not lead to subject names that correspond with common usage. In such
cases the analyst is required to make adjustments. One possibility is to use a
substitute phrase as was done in the string that includes the phrase bacteria
culture. Another alternative would be to write the string as if the first meaning
were intended because it will lead to a more satisfactory form of subject name,
and this is what I think would be done in at least some of the strings that
include the phrase passengn transport.

The systems design for PRECIS is one of its more striking features-it is far
more efficient than the sets of procedures associated with other systems-and
for this reason it is disappoindng to find a few instances where it could have
been improved. Mr. Robinson is correct to point out that when only one head-
ing is produced, the first lead term in the string defines the heading unless
that term is coded with a.0 for location and there is also a second lead term
coded with an operator in the range l-3. The system would be more efficient
if the test were not necessary.

Similarly, it would have been more appropriate if I had said that the system
of operators and other conventions that are a part of traditional PRECIS ex-
position and teaching practice are equivalent to the set of symbols called man-
ipulation codes. But the two systems are not identical. The manipulation codes
differ in every case because they are defined in terms of position and se-
quence as well as character. In addition, the character codes vary somewhat
between the two systems, and many character codes must be specified for the
manipulation codes that are not necessary for the simpler system. Yet the
shorter system has proven adequate and can be converted to the longer set
algorithmically.

Incidental ly, in those cases where letter codes are used to designate
operators, dollar signs precede the operators that introduce the words within
a term (the differencing operators and the connectives), but dollar signs do
not introduce those letter codes that function as operators for terms in the
string (the interposed operators).



INSTRACTIONS TO AATHONS

In preparing articles to be submitted for publication ln Library Resources U
Technical Sentices, please follow these procedures:

l. Submit only original, unpublished articles. Write the article in a grammat-
ically cotrect, simple, readable style. Remember that the author is respon-
sible for the accuracy of the statements in his or her article.

2. Devise a brief title. On a separate covering page give the title, the name(s)
of the author(s), and the title and affiliation of each. Do not repear rhis
information elsewhere in the manuscript.

3. On a separate page type a brief abstract of the article, double spaced.
4. Use Merriam-Webster's Nezr Collegiate Dictiornry, 8th ed. (backed up by

Webster's Third Internationnl), as your authority for spelling and usage;
prefer the first spelling if there is a-choice. Verify the spelling of names
in an appropriate reference; don't rely solely on your memory.

5. Use the University of Chicago Press I Manua,l of Style as your authority
for capitalization, punctuation, quotations, tables, and captions. (ALA
style includes a few exceprions, which editors will mark.)

6. Type the manuscript on standard size, nonerasable paper, double spaced.
Type quoted text double spaced also. Use the customary superscript
numbers throughout the text for bibliographic references but do not type
the reference itself on the same page.

7. Submit all references at the end of the paper, typed double spaced on a
separate page. In general follow the practices recommended by Kate L.
Turabian's Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations with
these exceptions:

Cite journal articles according to this pattern:
author's first name or initials, author's surname, title of article, title of

j oumal volume : page references (issue date).-e. g.,
l. R. Kent Wood. "Success Is Easv When You Know How to Fall." Au-
diouisunl Instruction 23:22 (Oct. lgi8).
Note the punctuation and spacing pattern. Note also that the volume,
but not the issue number, is given and that the names of the months
are abbreviated and are not separated from the year by a comma. Note
that the first line is not indented.
For subsequent references to a previously cited work, the surname of
the author, a shortened form of the title (do not use op. cit. or loc. cit.),
and the page reference are enough,..g.,
4. Wood, "Success Is Easy," p.26.
If no other reference intervenes, use lbid. (do not italicize) to take the
place of whaiever elements of the previous reference apply.
Number i tems as 1.,2.,  etc.;  do not use superscript numbers with the
crtatrons.
Underline or quote all titles in both references and bibliographres.
Use p.72G-30, not pp. 726-730, for ci tat ions to a book; abbreviate
oolume as V.2 or 2v.

Verify all citations carefully.
8. Submit all tables and illustrations at the end of the paper on separate

pages, but indicate the desired placement in the text by adding an in-
struction in brackets, e.9., Unsert Table 21. Provide a caption for each il-
lustration and for each table. Type the tables double spaced and follow
the examples in Turabian or the Manual of SryIe in constructing them.

9. Submit camera-ready copy for i l lustrat ions. Please protect i t  with
cardboards when mailing your paper. Do not mar it with paper clips,
staples, etc.

10. If you have presented your paper at a conference, ider,rtify the conference
by name and date in your covering letter. Send the original, ribbon copy,
and two photocopies to: Elizabeth L. Tate, Editor, tR?S, 11415 Farmland
Dr., Rockville, MD 20852. Please include an addressed envelope with
postage to speed the return of your manuscript during the editorial re-
vlew.
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of processing and handling' micromalerials Cost
considerations illarch 14, Washingt0n. April 28,
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Rules for the Brief Cataloging of Music in the Library of Congress, Exceptions to the Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules. 1970. $3.00

To order, make check payable md send to the Muic Library Association Business Oftce, 2017 Walnut
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103. Institutjons may request billing.
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and
Four Ouinquenniums 1953-1922
also
Current NUC's for 1978,1979, 198
all fronr a sirryle slounce

Agvanced Library Systems - the leading produ@r
of the LC NUC on rnicrofiche - now offers the
19791977 NUC Quinquennium on microfiche tor
immediate delivery. Also available for the first time.
the four prwious Quinquenniums (195&1972) in
the same microfiche format for immediab delivery.
This gives you 25 years of retrospective NUC's in-
one compatible and easy-to.use form.

ALS can also provide updates to your NUC
eollection with monthly, quarterly and annual
cumulations from 1978 foruard. Updates will be
delivered in approximately two weeks after
publication by the Library of Congress.

ADUAI{CEII LIBRABY SYSTEIIIS IilC.
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(617) 470-0610

Serving Libraries throughout the World

By switching to ALS microfiche from LC hard
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the entire collection at your fingertips. The ALS
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of the LC hard copy.
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COST SAVING.

For complete information use the coupon
below. Or call the number below left.
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INTRODUCTION TO CATALOGING

AND CLASSITICATION. 6th Cd.
Bohdan S. Wynar, with the assistance
of Arlene Taylor Dowell and Jeanne
Osborn. (Price not set). -220-3c1.;
-221-lpa. May 1980.

The sixth edition of the standard profes-
sional cataloging text is completely revis-
ed to include AACR 2,DDC 19 and Sears
12. Following the mnemonic structure of
AACR 2, the all new descriptive catalog-
ing section illustrates basic rules with sam-
ple bibliographic record elements, and
features a complete model bibtiographic
record for each type of material, thus pro-
viding easy classroom and library use.

Notes on all available LC irnplementation decisions have been includ-
ed. The subject analysis section examines DDC 19 and Sears 12.
Authority files and networking highlight the final section'
Note: The fifth edition (1976) is still available for catalogers using
AACR I. -161-4. $12.50pa.

IMMROTH'S GUIDE TO THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
CLASSIFICATION. 3rd ed. Lois Mai Chan. (Price not set). -174-6.

Based on the second edition of John Phillip Immroth's A Guide to
the Library of Congress Classification. June 1980.

Thoroughly reorganized and updated by Dr. Lois M. Chan, the third
edition of this classic work includes all new and revised LC schedules,
and brings the Guide up to date to reflect current LC practices and
policies. An entirely new chapter on special types of library materials
has been added. Dr. Chan is author of Library of Congress Subiect
Headings: Principles ond Applications (Libraries Unlimited, 1978)'

CUTTER TABLES
Libraries Unlimited, Inc. is the sole distributor of Cutter Author
Tables. Each of the tables is in the Swanson-Swift revision, 1969.
Place orders direct or through book jobbers.

C. A. Cutter's Two-Figure Author Tables. -208-4. $11.00'
C. A. Cutter's Three-Figure Author Tables. -209-2. $15.00.
Cutter-Sanborn Three-Figure Author Tables. -21U6 - $ 14.00.

ISBN Prefix 0-t72t7
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